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A bstract
In this thesis, we approach quantum groups in two ways. One is through multi­
plier Hopf *-algebra with integrals, which is a *-algebra with a comultiplication and 
invariant integrals on it. The second one is an operator algebra way, the main compo­
nent of this thesis, which introduces the category of locally compact quantum groups. 
In both frameworks we obtain a generalization of the Pontryagin duality theorem 
for locally compact abelian groups. Locally compact quantum groups and their dual 
quantum groups both in C*-algebra and von Neumann algebra settings are studied. 
We then focus on the classical locally compact quantum group with Cq(G) in the 
C*-algebra setting and L°°(G) in the von Neumann algebra setting. We use them to 
interpret the motivation of defining a general locally compact quantum group.
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction
The word “quantum group” comes from the procedure of generalizing Pontryagin 
duality theorem for locally compact abelian groups, which has been intensively studied 
for the last thirty years. Since the dual of a non-abelian group will not be a group 
anymore, people wanted to seek a larger category containing all locally compact 
groups that is self double dual in the sense of Pontryagin duality. These generalized 
objects would be called quantum groups.
After pioneering work by Kac, Krein, Takesaki, Tannaka, and many others, this 
problem was completely solved in 1970s. The object they defined is called Kac algebra. 
In 1987, S. L. Woronowicz constructed the quantum SUg(2) group, which had many 
group-like properties but did not fit in the framework of Kac algebras. He also 
established a theory of compact quantum groups offering us several examples which 
are not Kac algebras. So it became a challenging work to define an even larger 
category, called locally compact quantum groups (or LCQ groups), including Kac 
algebras as well as compact quantum groups.
There are several different approaches to quantum groups. In Section 2.4, we will 
introduce multiplier Hopf *-algebras with integrals, a work done by J. Kustermans 
and A. Van Daele. The theory of multiplier Hopf algebras was first developed by A. 
Van Daele in [27]. For a multiplier Hopf *-algebra with integrals, one can define a dual 
object which becomes again a multiplier Hopf *-algebra with integrals. Although this 
approach is insufficient to include all locally compact groups, it has the advantage 
of being easier to understand than other technically difficult operator approaches. 
Furthermore, multiplier Hopf *-algebras with integrals provided us plentiful algebraic 
structures and a good model for the general LCQ groups.
In Chapter 3, we collect some necessary background results from operator space 
theory.
Underlaying the operator algebra approach to  LCQ groups, the theory of weight 
is introduced in Chapter 4. Early experts in this field were Combes and Baaj. Later,
l
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1. INTRODUCTION 2
the theory of weights on C*-algebras was developed further mainly by J. Kustermans 
(cf. [11]). Clearly, a profound knowledge of weights was not only a necessity but also 
a key for the further development of LCQ groups. For instance, our definition of a 
LCQ group assumes tha t there exists a faithful left invariant KMS weight. People 
have been trying hard for a long time to prove the existence of such a weight but all 
failed. This leaves us a really enormous challenge and not all the experts believe it can 
be achieved. Another good reference for theory of weights is [15] by J. Kustermans 
and S. Vaes.
Chapter 5 and Chapter 6 form the most important parts of this thesis. Roughly 
speaking, Chapter 5 is devoted to the general descriptions and abstract concepts of 
LCQ groups, while Chapter 6 is devoted to the classical LCQ groups Cq(G) and 
L°°(G). We define a LCQ group both in C*-algebraic setting and von Neumann 
algebraic setting, then study the dual quantum group, and finally achieve the LCQ 
group Pontryagin duality theorem. Section 6.3, though being put as the last section 
of this thesis, plays the role of a guidance to realize the essence of LCQ groups by 
excavating the inner relationships between the elements in the definition of a general 
LCQ group and properties of the classical LCQ group Co (G).
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CHAPTER 2
Multiplier Hopf *-algebras with integrals
Some fundamental concepts and results concerning multiplier algebras and comul­
tiplications will be presented in Sections 2.1 and 2.2. Then we introduce multiplier 
Hopf *-algebras with integrals stage by stage from Section 2.3 to  2.5. In the last 
section of this chapter, we consider the tensor product of multiplier Hopf *-algebras.
2.1. M u ltip lie r a lgebras an d  th e  s tr ic t topo logy
For linear spaces X  and Y , X  0  Y  will denote the algebraic tensor product of X  
and y .  Let A be a *-algebra. We define the product by (a 0  b)(a' 0  b') =  aa' 0  btf, 
the involution by (a 0  b)* = a* 0  6* for a, a', b, b1 € A, and extend them linearly to 
A 0  A. Then A 0  A becomes a *-algebra. If A has an identity 1 , then 1 0  1 is the 
identity of A 0  A. Similarly, A 0  A 0  A is a *-algebra.
D e f i n i t i o n  2 .1 .1 . Let A  be an algebra. We say that A  has a n o n d e g e n e r a te  
product if  for every a € A, a = 0 whenever ab =  0 for all b €  A or ba = 0 for all 
b e  A.
One can easily see that this property automatically holds if A is unital. Through­
out this section, the product on an algebra is always assumed to  be nondegenerate.
D e f i n i t i o n  2.1.2. Let A  be a *-algebra. Let p\ and p2 be linear maps on A. We 
say that the pair (p i,P 2) is a m u lt ip l ie r  of A  if  api(b) — p2 {o)b for all a,b e  A. 
Denote the collection of all multipliers of A  by M (A). Then M (A) is a vector space 
in the natural way. Define
(i) { p u P i W i , p ' 2) =  (P1P[,P2P2),
(ii) (pi.pa)* =  where p*2(a) -  (pa(a*))* and p\{a) =  (pi(a*))*.
Then M (A) becomes a *-algebra with identity 1 =  (i , l), called the m u lt ip l ie r  a lg e ­
b r a  of A.
We can embed A into M (A )  by the map a i— > (p0, aa) 6  M (A ), where pa(b) =  ab 
and aa(b) = ba (b € A). In this way, M (A ) can be viewed as a kind of expansion
3
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of A. However, if A  is a *-subalgebra of B  (even if A  is a dense *-subalgebra of a 
normed *-algebra B), one may not have M (A) C M (B ).
If x  =  (pi,p2) is a multiplier of A, we write xa  =  pi (a), ax = p2 (a). When we 
define a multiplier x, we have to define xa, ax and show that a(xb) =  (ax)b for all 
a,b 6 A.
Moreover, if A  is a C*-algebra, then multipliers of A  are automatically bounded 
and now the multiplier algebra M (A ) of A  can be made into a C*-algebra, where the 
norm is given by
||(p i.p2)|| -  suP{||Pi(a)11 : a € j4||.||<i} =  sup{||p2(a)|| : a e  A m <i}.
Note tha t in this case, M (A) is always a unital C” -algebra.
P ro p o s i t io n  2.1.3. Let A  be a *-algebra. Under the embedding a i— ► (pa, cra), 
A  is a two-sided ideal of M (A).
P r o o f .  It suffices to show tha t M (A )A  C A  and A M (A ) C A. Given (p i,p2) € 
M (A) and a € A, we have (pi, p2 )(pa, &a) = (pipa, OaP?)- We claim tha t (pipa, crap2) =  
(pPl(a),<rPl(a)). In fact, for all c,d € A, dpi(ac) = p2 (d)ac = dp\(a)c. So, pi(ac) = 
pi(a)c by the nondegeneracy of the product on A. Therefore, pipa(c) = pi(ac) =  
p\(a)c =  ppi(a)(c). On the other hand, crap2(c) — p2 (c)a = cpi(a) = aP1(a)(c) for all 
C € A. It follows tha t (plPa^aPf) =  (Ppi(a),0>i(a))- □
There are some other approaches to  a multiplier algebra.
D e f in it io n  2.1.4. Let A  be a *-algebra and L(A) the space of all linear maps on 
A. Define
M (A ) =  { /  € L(A) | 3/* e  L(A) such that b*f(a) =  (f*(b))*a for all a ,b e  A}.
Then M (A ) is called the m u lt ip l ie r  a lg e b r a  of A. It becomes a *-algebra under the 
pointwise algebraic operations and the involution given by (f \ f 2)* =  /£ f *.
In this case, we embed A  into M (A ), x  \— ► f x, by letting f x(a) = xa  and /*(a) =  
x*a for all a € A. Note tha t if we define gx(a) = a,x and gx(a) =  ax*, we cannot get 
a multiplier anymore since the equation b*gx(a) =  (g*(b))*a would fail.
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This definition coincides with Definition 2.1.2, since the map ( /, g) i— > /  is a 
*-isomorphism from M (A ) in 2.1.2 onto the *-algebra M (A) in 2.1.4. In this case, 
r ( a )  = (g(a*)y.
If A  is a C*-algebra, then the multiplier algebra M (A )  in 2.1.4 is naturally a 
C*-algebra under the operator norm, i.e., the norm is given by
IWI =  sup{||xo|| : |M | <  1} =  sup{||ax|| : ||a || <  1}.
a e A  a e A
Since A  has an approximate identity bounded by 1, one can see tha t ||x||Af(A) =  IMU 
for all x  € A.
We have the following definition of the multiplier algebra of a concrete C*-algebra 
of bounded linear operators on a Hilbert space.
D e f in it io n  2.1.5. Let A  be a C*-algebra arid assume that A  has a faithful non­
degenerate *-representation in B (H ). The m u ltip lie r a lg eb ra  o f A  is defined as
M (A) =  {g G B (H )  | f g , g f  G A  for all /  G A}.
Here are some examples of classical multiplier algebras.
E x a m p l e  2.1.6. Let H  be a Hilbert space and B 0 (H) the C*-algebra of compact 
operators on H. Then M (B 0 (H)) =  B (H ).
P r o p o s i t i o n  2.1.7. Let G  be a group and Cq0 {G) the algebra of complex functions 
on G  with finite support. Denote A  =  Coo( G) .  Under the pointwise operations and the 
complex conjugate, A  is a *-algebra. Then M (A) can be identified with the *-algebra 
C ( G )  of all complex functions on G .
P r o p o s i t i o n  2.1.8. Let A  =  Cqo(G) be the same as above. Then A  ® A  = 
C 0o( G  x G )  via ( f  0  g){p,  q) = f ( p ) g { q )  f o r  all f ,g<E Coo{G)  and p , q e G .
Combining the above two propositions, we get a useful
C o r o l l a r y  2.1.9. Let A  =  Coo(G) be the same as above. Then M (A  0  A) =  
C ( G  x G ) .
We then discuss what kinds of topologies a multiplier algebra could have. Let A  
be a C*-algebra and M (A) its multiplier algebra. Besides the norm topology on the
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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C*-algebra M (A), there is also another useful topology on M (A ), called the strict 
topology.
D e f in it io n  2 .1 .10. For any net (ai)i€j  in M (A) and any element a G M (A), we 
say that (af)iej converges to a in the s t r ic t  t o p o lo g y  if
afb — ► ab and bai — > ba for all b €  A.
Obviously, norm convergence implies strict convergence. Using an approximate 
identity in A, one can easily see tha t A  and A + are strictly dense in M (A )  and M (A )+, 
respectively. Furthermore, a net (oj)i€/  converges strictly to a\ and a% simultaneously 
implies that ai =  0 2 , i.e., the strict topology is Hausdorff.
Let G  be a locally compact group. If we let A  — C 0( G )  be the C*-algebra of 
continuous complex functions on G  vanishing at infinity, then the multiplier alge­
bra M (A) of A  can be identified with Cb( G ) ,  the C*-algebra of bounded continuous 
complex functions on G .  One can see tha t in C b {G ) ,  norm convergence (or, uniform 
convergence) implies strict convergence and strict convergence implies pointwise con­
vergence. However, the converses will not hold in general. We have the following two 
examples.
0, |x| <  n;
E x a m p l e  2.1.11. Let G = R and f n(x) =   ̂1, |x| >  n +l;
line segment, n  < |x| <  n +  1
for all n  € N. Then each /„  G Cb (G )  and obviously, (f n) does not converge in norm  
to f  =  0. Let £ be any element in C o ( G ) .  For given e >  0, there exist an M  G N  such 
that |£(x)| <  e i f  |x| >  M . Therefore, for all n >  M ,
ll£/n -  S/ll =  11/nS -  /Sll =  sup |/„(x)S(ar)| =  sup |/n.(x)S(x)| <  £.
x € R  | x | > n
Hence, (/„) converges to f  — 0 strictly.
E x a m p l e  2.1.12. Let G — R  and
9n(x) =
!» W =
0, W < £  or |x| > In ­
line segment, i  <  |x| <  1 or i  <  |x| <  ^
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for all n  £  N. Clearly, each gn € C b ( G ) and (gn) converges to g =  0 pointmsely. Let 
£(x) =  e~ixl € C0 (G). Then
Il0n£ -  s£|| =  sup |$„(x)£(a;)| > l5 n (^ )^ (i) | =  e- ". 
xeR n n
Hence, (gn) does not converge strictly to g = 0.
We have the following results concerning strict convergence and uniform conver­
gence.
C la im  2.1.13. (1). I f  f a — ► /  strictly in C b ( G ) ,  then f Q — ► /  uniformly on 
every compact subset K  o fG .
(2). I f  f a —* /  € Cb (G )  uniformly on every compact subset o f G  and (f a ) is a 
bounded net in Cb{ G) ,  then f a — ► /  strictly in Cb( G ) .
P r o o f .  (1). Suppose f a — > /  strictly in Cb( G ) .  Let .ft' be a compact subset of 
G.  Then there exists a £ € C 0( G )  such tha t ||£|| =  1 and £ =  1 on K . Now for all 
x  G K ,
\ f a ( x ) - f ( x ) \  = \ ( f a ( x ) - f ( x m x ) \ < \ \ ( f a - m \ \ .
Therefore, f a — > /  uniformly on K .
(2). For any given £ € Co(G) and e > 0, there exists a compact subset K  of G 
such tha t |£(x)| < e for all x  € K c. Suppose that supieG \ fa{x)\ <  M  for all a . Then
ll/a£ — /^ll =  SUP | / a (z) -  /(x )||£ (x )|
xeG
=  max{sup |f a{x) -  /(x )||£ (x )|, sup | / Q(x) -  /(x)||£ (x)|}
xeK xeKc
< IICII sup \ f a ( x )  -  f ( x ) \  +  2Me. 
x € K
It follows tha t f a — * f  strictly. □
We have the following extension theorem for bounded linear functionals on A. 
The proof can be found in [25].
P r o p o s it io n  2.1.14. Let A  be a C*-algebra and u  € A*. Then uj can be uniquely 
extended to a bounded linear functional uj : M (A) — ► C which is strictly continuous.
C l a im  2.1.15. L e tu  a n d u  be the same as above. Then ||u;|| =  ||w||.
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P r o o f .  Since uJ is an extension of u>, | |wj | <  ||57||. O n the other hand, choose 
a bounded approximate identity { e A}.\eA of A  with | |ca 11 < 1 for all A G A. Then 
e \x  — » x  strictly and hence &(x) = UmuJ(e^x) — limo;(eAx) for all x  G M (A). So, if 
x  G M (A ), then
|aJ(x)| -  lim|u;(eAx)| <  Iim |M ||eA||||x || <  |M |||x ||.
Therefore, ||57|| < ||o;||. □
It follows that we can embed M (A )  isometrically into A** as follows. For x  € 
M (A ), define x{ui) = uJ(x) (w € A*), where U is the unique extension of ai to M (A )  
in Proposition 2.1.14.
C la im  2.1.16. The embedding x  i— ► x f rom M (A ) to A** is  i sometric.
P r o o f . By Claim 2.1.15, one can easily get tha t x  € A** with <  ||a:||M(A)-
Conversely, let a € A and u  €  A*. Then aoj G A*. By the uniqueness of 
the strictly continuous extension of aw to  M (A), we have au(x) = lu(xa) for all 
x  G M (A ). Therefore, by Hahn-Banach theorem,
||^||m(a) =  sup {||xo|| : a £ i } =  sup {|cu(a:a)| : a € A ,u E A * }
I H I < 1  | M | < l , | | a | | < l
=  sup {|aa7(x)| : a€A ,u> € .A *}
=  sup {|x(au;)| : a G A,u> €  A*}
I H I < l . l | a | | < l
< sup ||± |U » ||a |||M I
I M I < i . l l « l l < i
□
The following corollary is immediate.
COROLLARY 2.1.17. Under the embedding M (A ) A**, any net converging
strictly in M (A) must converge in the weak* topology of A**.
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2.2. C om ultip lica tions
Comultiplications on algebras play a very important role in the theory of quantum 
groups. We start with unital *-algebras.
D e f in it io n  2.2.1. Let A  be a *-algebra with identity 1 . Let A : A  — ► A  ® A  
be a unital *-homomorphism satisfying (A ®T)A =  ( a ® A)A, where i denotes the 
identity map on A. Then A is called a com ultip lica tion  (or a co p ro d u c t) on A. 
The equality (A ® a ) A =  ( a ® A)A is called the coassocia tiv ity .
The map A ® a  is from A ® . A t o . A ® A ® A  given by (A ® i)(a  ® b) =  A(a) ® b 
for a , b  E A. So, both (A ® a ) A  and (a  ® A)A are from A  to A  ® A  ® A.
E x a m p le  2.2.2. Let G  be a finite group and A  = C ( G )  the set of all complex 
functions on G.  Then A  is a unital *-algebra with constant 1 function as the identity 
(cf. Proposition 2.1.7). Now A  ® A  =  C ( G  x G )  via ( /  ® g)(p,q) =  fip)g{q) for 
f , g  E C ( G )  and p , q  E G  (cf. Proposition 2.1.8). Similarly, we have A <S> A  <8> A  = 
C ( G  x G  x G ) .  Define A : A  — > A <S> A  by A (f)(p ,q ) = f(pq) for p,  q E G  and 
/  E A. It is easy to check that A is a unital *-homomorphism.
C laim  2.2.3. The *-homomorphism A in Example 2.2.2 is coassociative.
PROOF. Let /  E C(G) and p ,q ,r  E G. It suffices to show tha t 
( (A® i)A { f))(p ,q ,r)  -  ( ( t® A )A (/))(p ,g ,r).
Assume that A ( /)  =  Y lfr  ® where <&, hi E C(G). Then
i
((A ® i)A (/))(p , q,r) = ((A ® ® ^i))(P. ?>r ) -=  A (ft) ® hi)(p, Q,r)
i i
= ^ (& (9 i)(p ,Q ))hi(r )= '5 2 9 i(p q )hi(r)
i i
= ® hi){pq,r) = A (f)(pq ,r)
i
— fipqr)-
Similarly, ((i ® A)A (f))(p , q, r) =  fipqr). Therefore, (A ® i) A =  (t ® A)A. □
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In case of G being infinite, we still can get a *-algebra C(G) in the same way as 
above. However, C(G  x G) would be much bigger than C(G) ® C(G). For example, 
when G =  R, exy €  C(R x R) can not be expressed as a finite combination of 
fi(x)g i(y), where f ,  and gi are one-variable functions on R.
If A  is not unital, we meet some difficulty in defining a unital comultiplication. 
Using multiplier algebras, we are able to modify our definition to apply to a nonunital 
*-algebra. Recall tha t an algebra A  has a nondegenerate product if for every a e A ,  
a = 0 whenever ab = 0 for all b & A  or ba =  0 for all b €  A.
PROPOSITION 2 .2 .4 . Let A and, B  be algebras with nondegenerate products. Then 
the product on A ®  B  is also nondegenerate.
P r o o f .  Let x  — a* <g> 6* e  A  ® B. Suppose th a t (c <S> d)x =  0 for all c € A,
i
d € B. Let B' denote all linear functionals on B. Then for each <p € B', we get 
c £  aiip(dbi) =  0 for all c € A. By the nondegeneracy of the product on A, we have
a,i<p(dbi) — 0 for all </? € B', thus dbi =  0. By a similar argument, we get
a» ®  £>i =  Z =  0. □
The above proposition enables us to use the multiplier algebra of A  <g> A  to define 
a  comultiplication. In what follows, we will always assume tha t the algebras have 
nondegenerate products.
D e f in it io n  2 .2 .5 . Let A  and B  be *-algebras. A *-homomorphism 7 : A  — ► 
M (B ) is called n o n d eg en e ra te  i f  [j(A)B] = [Bj(A)] = B , where [•] denotes the 
linear span. A nondegenerate *-homomorphism 7 : A  — > M (B ) is called a m or­
p h ism  from A  to B . The set o f all morphisms from A  to B  is denoted by M or(A , B ). 
Note that in the case of C*-algebras, [•] will denote the closed linear span.
Now we are ready to define a comultiplication on an arbitrary *-algebra with a 
nondegenerate product.
D e f in it io n  2 .2 .6 . Let A  be a *-algebra with a nondegenerate product. A mor­
phism A  : A  — * M (A® A) is called a com ultip lica tion  on A  if(A ® i)A  — (t®A)A. 
Such a pair (A, A) is sometimes called a locally com pact q u a n tu m  sem igroup .
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In the above definition, A is from A  to M (A  0  A), but A ® i is from A ®  A  to  
M (A  <g> A ® A). So, we need extend the domain of A ® i from A  ® A  to M (A  ® A) 
to make the equality (A <8> t)A =  (t ® A)A meaningful. Note tha t A ® t : A  ® A  — > 
M (A  ® A  ® .4) is a morphism. We have the following extension theorem.
T h e o r e m  2.2.7. Let A  and B  be *-algebras and 7 : A  — ► M (B ) a morphism. 
Then 7 can be uniquely extended to a unital *-homomorphism7) from M (A) to M (B ).
PROOF. If such an extension 7 exists, then it must satisfy
l ( x ) ( l ( a)b) =  7 (%a,)b for all a E A  and b E B . (*)
Then such an extension is unique by the nondegeneracy of 7. For all x  E M (A ), we 
define y(x)(y(a)b) — y(xa)b and (by(a))y(x) = by (ax). It is easy to see tha t 7 is well 
defined and (cy(d)y(x))('y(a)b) — cy(d)(y(x)(y(a)b)) for all a, d E A  and b ,c  E B. 
Therefore, y(x) E M (B ).
It remains to show tha t 7 is a *-homomorphism. For all x ,y  E M (A ), a E A  and 
b E B, y(xy)('y(a)b) =  7(xya)b =  y(x)(y(ya)b) = y(x)y(y)(,y(a)b). It follows tha t 
7(xy) =  y(x)y(y). Moreover, it follows from (*) tha t (b*y(a*))y(x)* = b*y(xa)* = 
b*y(a*x*) = (b*y(a*))y(x*). Therefore, y(x)* = y(x*). □
We note that the C*-version of Theorem 2.2.7 is also true.
Next, we turn to comultiplications on C*-algebras.
Let A  and B  be C*-algebras, tt a faithful ^representation of A on a Hilbert 
space H  and 6  a faithful ^representation of B  on a Hilbert space K . Under the 
natural embedding B (H )  ® B (K ) c—>• B (H  ® K ), we have a faithful *-representation 
7r ® 6  : A  <g> B  ■— > B (H  ® K ). Now the mapping 2 1— > ||(tt ® 0)z\\ is a C*-norm on 
A ®  B. The completion of A  <g> B  with this norm, still denoted by A  ® B, is called 
the m in im al or sp a tia l te n so r p ro d u c t of A  and B. One should notice tha t this 
norm does not depend on 7r and 0.
T h e o r e m  2.2.8. Let A  and B  be C*-algebras. Let ui E A* and 77 E B*. Then 
u® r] has a unique extension to (A ® B )* satisfying ||u; <8> 77I| =  |M |||t7||.
The significance of Theorem 2.2.8 lies in tha t {u  ® 77 | u  E A*,rj E B*} can 
separate elements of A ®  B, which is not true in general for other C*-algebra tensor 
products of A  and B.
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In the sequel, all tensor products of C*-algebras are considered to be minimal 
tensor products.
D e f in it io n  2.2.9. Let A  be a unital C*-algebra. A com ultip lica tion  on A  is a 
unital *-homomorphism A : A  — ► A ®  A satisfying (A ® a)A =  (t ® A)A.
In this case, A is automatically continuous, and the maps A ® t and i ® A axe of 
course the unique continuous extensions of the obvious maps on the algebraic tensor 
product to  the C’-completion.
E xam p le  2.2.10. Let G be a group with identity e. Let l2 (G) be the Hilbert 
space of complex functions £ on G such tha t ||£||2 =  (5Z l£(p)|2)^ < For p  €  G,
p€G
define an operator Ap on l2 (G) by (Ap£)(<?) = £(p~1 q) for all q €  G. Then p i— > \ p is a 
unitary representation of G and the adjoint of Ap is given by Ap- i . The norm closure 
of the linear span of these operators is a C*-algebra, called the reduced  g ro u p  
C *-algebra of G  and denoted by C*(G). It is a unital C*-algebra with 1 =  Ae. 
There exists a unique comultiplication A : C*(G) — > G*(G) ® C*(G) satisfying 
A(AP) =  Ap ® Ap.
For a general C*-algebra, Definition 2.2.9 should be modified as
D e f in it io n  2.2.11. Let A  be any C*-algebra. A com ultip lica tion  on A  is a 
morphism A : A  — > M (A  ® A) satisfying (A ® i)A  — (<- ® A)A.
Again, A is continuous and the maps A <g> t and i ® A are the unique continuous 
extensions of the maps on the algebra tensor product to the C*-completion. They are 
both morphisms from A  ® A  to  M (A  ® A  ® A), hence they have unique extensions 
to unital *-homomorphisms from M (A  ® A) to M (A  ® A  ® A). These extensions axe 
still denoted by A ® t and t ® A, respectively.
E xam p le  2.2.12. Let G be a locally compact group and A  =  Co(G). Now identify 
A  ® A  with C0(G x G) and hence identify M (A  ® A) with Cb(G x  G). Then M (A ) = 
Cb(G). The comultiplieation on Co(G) is given by A ( f ) ( p , q )  =  f ( p q )  for p,q  €  G 
and /  G C0 (G).
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E x a m p le  2.2.13. Let G be a locally compact group with a fixed left Haar measure. 
Let Ll {G) and L2(G)  be the usual Banach spaces. The left regular representation 
A : L1(G)  — ► B(L2(G)) is given by the convolution: A( f ) { h )  =  f * h  ( f  6  L1(G)  and 
h  6  L2(G)).  The norm closure of X(L1(G))  in B(L2(G))  is a C*-algebra, denoted by 
C*(G)  and called the reduced  g ro u p  C*-algebra of G.  Note tha t only when G  is 
discrete, C*(G)  has an identity. We have a comultiplication A on C*(G) characterized 
by the formula A(AP) =  Xp 0  Ap, where A is the extension of A from C*(G)  to 
M(C*(G)),  and Ap is the left translation operator on L2(G)  by p~l . We note tha t 
Ap e  M(c;(G)}.
The last two examples are the two classical (C*-algebraic) locally compact quan­
tum  groups. Examples 2.2.2 and 2.2.10 are their special cases, respectively. For 
Example 2.2.13, we have an easier approach by using the notion of a multiplicative 
unitary.
D e f in it io n  2 .2 .14. Let H  be a Hilbert space and H  0  H  the two-fold Hilbert 
space tensor product o f H  with itself. A unitary operator W  on H  ^  H  is called 
a m u ltip lica tiv e  u n ita ry  i f  it satisfies the Pentagonal equation; W 1 2W 1 3 W 2 3  =
w 23w 12.
We use the so-called leg n u m b erin g  n o ta tio n  here. That is, W 12 =  W  0  1 
and W 2 3  = 1 ® W  on the three fold tensor product H  0  H  0  H. The unitary W 13  
is W  acting on the first and third factor, i.e., W 13  — (1 x )(W  0  1)(1 0  x), where 
X : x  0  y  1— * y 0  x  is the flip m ap  on H  0  H. If we denote the adjoint of W  by 
W * , then the corresponding leg numbering notation of W* is given by W *2  =  W* 0 1, 
W 2 3  =  1 0  W*, and W*3 is W* acting on the first and third factor.
Let G  be a locally compact group with a fixed left Haar measure. Let H  =  L2(G). 
Then H  0  H  = L2(G x G).  We can define a unitary operator W  on H  0  H  by letting 
(W£)(p, q) =  f;(p,P~1 q)- We will see tha t W  is a multiplicative unitary and it encodes 
all the information on the structures of G.  So, it should be no surprise that such a 
unitary operator plays an important role in the development of the theory of locally 
compact quantum groups.
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E x a m p l e  2 .2 .15. Let G, H, and W  be the same as above. Then the adjoint of 
W  is given by (W*£)(p, q) =  £(p,pq). Obviously,
(W 1 2W i3 W 2 3 p)(p,q,r) = p{p,p~lq,q~'r) = ( W ^ W ^ p ^ q ^ ) .  .
So, W  is a multiplicative unitary.
P r o p o s i t i o n  2.2 .16. A ( /)  =  W*( 1 ® f ) W  for f  e  G0(G) a n d A (x )  =f W ( x ®
1 )W* for x  € C*(G), where the comultiplications A and A are defined as in 2.2.12
and 2.2.13, respectively.
P r o o f .  Let £ € L 2 (G) and p, q €  G. Then
{W*( 1 8> /)VF£)(p, q) =  ((1 ® f)W £)(p,pq) = f(pq)W £(p,pq)
= f(pq)€(p,q) = (A (/)£)(p,g).
For the second equality, we only verify it for As € M(G*(G)), where s is an arbitrary 
element of G. In fact, we have
(W(XS ® l)W*£)(p,«j) =  ((A. ® 1 ) W ^ ) ip ,p - 1 q) = W f a - 'n p - 'q )
=  £ ( s ~ V >  s - 1g) =  ((A, ® Aa)£)(p, g)
=  (A(As)£)(p,g).
□
One can see tha t the coassociativity of A is very closely related to the Pentagonal 
equation that the multiplicative unitary W  satisfies. For example, when /  € Go(G) 
we have
(l ® A) A (/)  =  w ; 3 w*lz{\ ® 1 ® f ) W l3 W 2  3 =  ^ 23̂ 3̂ 2(1 ® 1 8) f ) W 1 2W 1 3W 2 3
= w ; 2 w ;3( i  8> i  ® f ) w 2 3 w 12 = w*2(i ® a ( / ) ) v f 12 
=  ( A ®t ) A ( / ) .
2.3. M u ltip lie r  H o p f *-algebras
D e f in it io n  2.3.1. Let (.A, A) be a *-algebra with a comultiplication A. Consider 
the linear maps T\ and T2 from A ®  A  to M (A ®  A) given by T i(a®  b) = A (a)(l ® b)
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and T2 (a® b) =  (a®l)A(£>) fo ra ,b  € A. I fT i and T2 are injective with range exactly 
A ®  A, then (A , A) is called a m u ltip lie r  H o p f *-algebra.
In general, A(A) C M (A  ® A) and 1 ® a € M (A  ® A), hence A (a)(l <8> b) € 
M (A ®  A). In this definition, we require tha t A (a)(l ® b) € A ®  A. Similarly, we 
require that (a ® l)A(fe) € A ® A.
As in the case of *-algebras, for an arbitrary algebra A, we can consider the 
multiplier algebra M (A ) of A , a comultiplication on A, and hence we can introduce 
the concept of a multiplier Hopf algebra. Suppose tha t (A, A) is a multiplier Hopf 
algebra. Then (A, %A) may not be a multiplier Hopf algebra. If it is the case, we 
say tha t the multiplier algebra (A, A) is regu lar. It is not difficult to prove th a t a 
multiplier Hopf *-algebra is always regular. As a consequence, for a multiplier Hopf 
*-algebra (A, A),
A (a)(l ® b), A (a)(6 ® 1), (1 ® a)A(fc), and (a ® 1)A (6) 
are all in A ® A  (a,b € A).
E x a m p le  2 .3 .2 . Let Coo(G)  be the algebra of complex functions on a group G  
with finite support (cf. 2.1 .7  and 2.1 .8). Then Coo(G)  ® Cqo(G) = C oo(G  x G )  and 
M(Coo(G)) = G (G ) .  Now A : C 0o (G ) — ► G (G  x G )  given by A (f)(p ,q ) = f(pq) is 
a comultiplication on C 00(G ). We have that (T i( f ®g))(p,q) = (A (/)( l ® g))(p,q) = 
f(pq)g(q) and (T2 (f® g ))(p ,q ) =  ({ f® l)A (g ))(p ,q ) = f(p)g(pq). So A ( f) ( l® g )  and 
( /  ® 1) ^ ( 5) are in C oo(G  x G ). Moreover, Ti, T2  : Goo(G  x G ) — ► G oo(G  x G ) are 
bijections with {T ^x{f®g)){p, q) =  f(pq~ l )g(q) and (T2_1( /® 5))(p, q) = /(p)5(p-1g). 
Hence (C oo(G ), A) is a multiplier Hopf *-algebra.
Next, we consider the so-called counit and antipode of a multiplier Hopf *-algebra.
P r o p o s it io n  2 .3 .3 . Let (A, A) be a multiplier Hopf *-algebra. There is a unique 
linear map e : A  — > C such that (e® t)(A (a)(l® 6)) =  ab and (t® e)((a® l)A (6)) =  ab 
for all a,b € A. e is a *-homomorphism, called the cou n it of A. There is also 
a unique linear map S  : A — > A such that m (S  ® t)(A (o)(l ® b)) =  e{a)b and 
m (i ® S)((b ® l)A (a)) =  e(a)b for all a, b € A, where m  : a ®  b 1— * ab is the 
multiplication map from A ®  A  to A. S  is called the a n tip o d e  of A.
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It can be proven tha t 5  is an an ti-au to m o rp h ism  on A, i.e., S  : A  — > A  is a 
linear bijection satisfying S(ab) = S(b)S(a) and S(a*) = S~1(a)* for all a, 6 €  A. So, 
in some sense, the antipode acts as the inverse map in a group. If S 2 =  t, then we 
say tha t S  is o f p erio d  two. However, it may not be the case in general.
As we can uniquely extend a nondegenerate *-homomorphism from A  to  M (A) 
(cf. 2.2.7), a surjective anti-homomorphism S  can also be extended in the same way. 
To define S  on the multiplier algebra, take x  in M (A ) and define S(x)  by S(x)S(a) = 
S (a x ) and S(a)S(x) = S(xa ) for all a 6 A. Observe that S(a)(S(x)S(b)) =  S(bxa) =  
(S(a)S(x))S(b ). One can see tha t S  is well defined by the nondegeneracy of the 
product on A. We also use here the fact tha t both A  ® C and C 0  A  can be identified 
with A.. Similarly, we can uniquely extend S  <g> i and i ® S  to M (A  ® A) and e to 
M (A ).
Sometimes we use another approach to the antipode by applying the following
P r o p o s it io n  2 .3 .4 . Let (A, A) be a multiplier Hopf *-algebra. A linear map 
S  : A  — > A is the antipode if  and only i f  T1_1(a <g> b) = ((i ® 5 )A (a))(l ® b) and 
T2-1 (a ® b) =  (a ® 1)(S  <g> t)A(i>), where Ti and T2 are the maps defined in Definition
2.3.1.
E x a m p l e  2.3.5. Consider the multiplier Hopf *-algebra (Coo(G), A) in Example
2.3.2. Let A  =  C0o(G) and e the identity of G. It can be seen tha t the map e : 
A  — * C given by e (/)  =  /(e )  is the counit of A, and the map S  : A  — ► A  given by 
(S (f))(p ) = / ( p -1) is the antipode of A.
Indeed, suppose tha t A ( /) ( l  <S> g) =  J^Xi <g> yi; where € A. Let both sides
i
of the above equality act on (e, t) to get f( t)g (t)  = Xi(e)yi(t). Then
i
((e®i)(A(/)(l®0)))(p) = ( (e ® t ) (2 x <  ®  Vi)) (p)  =  ( J 2 e (x i )  ®w)(p)
i i
= ' ^ x i{e)yi(p) = f(p)g(p) = {fg)(jp).
i
Similarly, we can check tha t (t ® e)((y <8> 1)A (/)) =  fg  for all f , g  E A.
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For the antipode, we still suppose tha t A ( /) ( l  <g>g)  =  x i ® Vi- Now we let both
t
sides of the above equality act on (t-1 ,t)  to get f(e)g (t)  =  ^2 x i(t~ l )yi(t). Then
i
(m (S ® i) { A ( f) ( l® g ) ) ) (p )= (m '^ 2 S { x i)® y i)(p) = ]£^x*(p- 1)hi(p)
i i
=  f{e)g(p) =  (e(f))(p)g(p) =  ( e(f)g)(p )•
We also have m(c ® S)((g  ® 1 ) A ( / ) )  =. e(f)g.
We close this section with the following
D efinition  2.3.6. A multiplier Hopf *-algebra (A, A) is called a H o p f * -algebra 
i f  A  has an identity.
For example, if G  is a finite group, then C oo(G ) =  C ( G )  is a Hopf *-algebra.
2.4. M u ltip lie r H o p f *-algebras w ith  in teg ra ls
Let A  be a *-algebra and A a comultiplication on A. Let uj : A  — > C be a linear 
functional on A. Let l ® u> : x ® y  h—> ui(y)x be the slice map on A ®  A. Then l ® oj 
has a unique extension to  l ® uj : M (A  ® A) — > M (A).
One can see tha t for each a G A, (i ® uj)A(a) is an element in M (A ) satisfying
(i® uj)A(a)b — ( l  ® uj)(A(a)(b ® 1)) and b(i ® u)A (a) = (i® u )((b  ®  l)A (o))
for all b G A.
Similarly, for the other slice map u j  ®  l  : x  ® y  i— > uj(x)y, we can extend it to 
u j ®  l  : M (A  ®  A) — > M (A). We have that ( uj  ® i)A(a) is in M (A ) satisfying
( uj  ®  t)A (a)b =  ( u j ®  i)(A (a)(l ® b)) and b(uj ® i)A(a) =  ( u j ®  t)(( l ®  b)A(a))
for all 6 € A.
In the sequel, we still denote by i  ®  uj  and u j ®  l  their extensions, respectively.
D e f in it io n  2.4.1. Let (A, A) be a multiplier Hopf *-algebra. A linear functional 
<p on A  is said to be le ft in v a rian t (with respect to (A, A ))  i f  (i ® <p)A(a) =  <^(a)l 
fo r all a €  A. A nonzero left invariant functional on A  is called a left in teg ra l 
on A . In this case, we call (A, A) a m u ltip lie r H o p f * -a lgebra  w ith  in teg ra ls .
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Similarly, a linear functional ip is called r ig h t invarian t i f  (ip ® t)A(a) =  ip(a) 1 for  
all a € A.
E x a m p l e  2.4.2. Let A  =  Coo(G) be the same as in Example 2.3.2. For f  € A, let 
¥>(/) =  £  /(?)■ Since A (f)(p ,q ) = f(pq), we see tha t ((i® p)A (f))(p )  =  £  /(pg) =
q&G q€G
£  /(? )  — <p(f) f°r P € G. It follows that ( t® p )A ( f)  =  ip (/)l. Obviously, p  0,
<7€G
so p  is a left integral on Coo(G).
In this example, p  is a right integral as well. However, in general we do not have 
tha t a left integral is automatically a right integral. If it is the case, we say tha t 
(.A, A) is un im odu lar.
D e f i n i t i o n  2 .4 .3 . Let p  be a linear functional on a *-algebra A, Then <p is called 
fa ith fu l i f  for a e  A, a =  0 whenever p(ab) =  0 for all b e A  or <p(ba) =  0 for all 
b e  A.
T h e o r e m  2.4.4. Let (A, A) be a multiplier Hopf *-algebra with a left integral <p. 
Then p  is faithful and any other left integral on A  is a scalar multiple o f p. There is 
a faithful right integral, which is also unique up to a scalar. There is a multiplier <5 
in M (A), called the m o d u la r function  of A, such that (p  <8> t)A (a) = p(a)S for all 
a e A .  Finally, there is a unique automorphism a of A  such that p(ab) =  p(ba(a)) 
for all a, b e  A, which is called the w eak K M S -p ro p erty  of p.
Here are some remarks to this theorem. First of all, one can see tha t in Example
2.4.2, <5=1 and a — i. The nontriviality of <r can occur only when A  is not abelian. 
Secondly, The automorphism a  may not be a *-automorphism. Thirdly, from the 
above definition one can see th a t (A, A) is unimodular if and only if the modular 
function <5 =  1. Finally, one has tha t there is a positive left integral on A  if and only 
if there is a positive right integral on A.
In the rest of this section, we always assume that (A, A) is a multiplier Hopf 
*-algebra with a left integral p.
P r o p o s i t i o n  2.4.5. Let 8 be the modular function of A. Then 5 is an invertible 
element in M (A ) and (t <25 ip)A(a) =  ip(a)8~1 for any right integral ip. Furthermore, 
A(<5) = 8<8>8, e(<5) =  1, and S(8) — <5-1, where we use the extensions o f A , e, and S .
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P r o p o s it io n  2 .4 .6 . For the right integral ip, we have another automorphism a' 
of A  such that ip(ab) = ip(ba'(a)) for all a,b € A.
PROPOSITION 2.4 .7 . Let S  be the antipode of (A, A ), Then S 2  commutes with a 
and a '. Moreover, a and o' can be connected by S  as Scr1 =  er-15.
Obviously, S 2(ab) =  S(S(ab)) =  S(S(b)S(a)) = S 2(a)S2(b). Therefore, S2 is an 
automorphism of A. However, S 2 may not be a *-homomorphism since S 2(a*) =  
S - 2(a)*.
P r o p o s i t i o n  2.4.8. Let S  be the antipode of (A, A ). Then <pS is a right integral 
on A. Moreover, i f  S 2 =  i, then <pS is a positive right integral on A. And ipS2 is 
again a left integral on A , so there exists c 6  C  such that <p(S2(a)) =  ctp(a) for all 
a e A  For this c, one has that a(S) — a'{S) =  c- 15.
In general, c ^  1. If there exists a positive left integral on A, then it is not so 
difficult to  prove tha t |c| =  1.
P r o p o s it io n  2 .4 .9 . The left integral ip and the right integral ip =  <pS can be 
connected as tp(a) = <p(a6).
Here are some more properties of a multiplier Hopf *-algebra (^4, A): for all a €  A,
•  A (a(a)) =  (52 <g> <r)A(a) and A(<r'(a)) =  (a1 ® 5~2)A(a);
•  cr'(a) = Scr(a)S~1;
.  A (S2(a)) =  (S2 ® S 2)A(a).
2.5. T h e  d u a l of a  m u ltip lie r H o p f * -algeb ra  w ith  in teg rals
In this section, let (A , A) be a fixed multiplier Hopf *-algebra with integrals. 
Denote by e and S  the counit and the antipode of A, respectively, (cf. Proposition 
2.3.3) Let A! be the linear dual of A. For elements a; € A  and a €  M (A ), we can 
define uia, aw € A* by
(u a )(x ) =  co(ax) and (aui)(x) = u(xa) (x €  A).
THEOREM 2.5.1. Let ip be a left integral on A  and denote A  =  {a(p \ a €  A}. Then 
there exists a unique comultiplication A  on A  making (A, A) into a multiplier Hopf
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/s >>s.
*-algebra -with integrals such that A ( uj ) ( x  <8 >y) — uj(xy) for all uj E A  and x ,y  €  A.
/s
The pair {A, A ) is called the d u a l of (A, A ).
O ne can show  th a t (i ®  uj) A ( x ) and (uj ®  l) A ( x ) are in  A  w henever x  €  A  and
/S /V /V
uj €  A. T hen A  becom es a  nondegenerate *-algebra if we consider A  as a  linear 
subspace o f A' and define th e  m ultip lication  and th e  involution on A  as follows. For
-»<*v
p i ,  p 2, uj €  A  and x  E A, let
(i) { T i T 2 ) {x)  =  P i ( ( l  ® p 2 )A (x)) = p 2((pi ®>
(ii) aj*(x ) =  uj( S ( x )*).
P r o p o s i t i o n  2 .5 .2 . Let p  (resp. ip)  be a left (resp. right) integral on A. Then 
A  =  { p a  | a E A} = {tpa \ a  € ^4} =  {a-i/j \ a  € A}.
T he m ultiplier algebra M (A ) of A  can b e realized as a subspace o f  A! by
M (A) = {uj € A' | for all x  G A, (uj ® t )A (x )  € A  and (i ® uj)A ( x ) € A},
where th e  product and involution on M (A )  are still given by (i). Furtherm ore, th e  
counit o f  (A , A ) is th e  unit o f M (A ). O ne im m ediately  gets th e  following
P r o p o s i t i o n  2 .5 .3 . For all f  e  A ' and  a  e  A, one has th a t f a , a f  G M (A ).
Since we can m ake A  ®  A  into a  m ultiplier H opf *-algebra (cf. Section  2 .6), th e  
follow ing proposition  becom es natural.
P r o p o s it io n  2 .5 .4 . Let (A, A ) be the dual o f (A, A ). Then A ®  A  = ( A ®  A )A. 
In particular, M (A  ®  A ) is a subspace o f (A  ®  A )'.
W e consider integrals, counit, and antipode on (A , A )  in  th e  follow ing proposition.
P r o p o s it io n  2 .5 .5 . Let p  (resp. tjj) be a left (resp. right) integral on A. Let (A , A )  
be the dual of (A , A ) . Then a left integral p  and a right integral tfj on (A , A ) can be 
obtained by
p(i(ja) — e(a) and ip(ap)  =  e(a) f o r  al l  a  €  A.
Moreover, we have that
i / j ( (ap)*(ap) )  =  p(a*a)  a n d  p ( ( /i/ja)*(ipa)) =  ^ (a*a).
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P r o p o s it io n  2 .5 .6 . I f  ip is positive, then ip is positive. Equivalently, i f  ip is 
positive, then (p is positive.
P r o p o s it io n  2 .5 .7 . Denote the counit and antipode of (A, A ) by t  and S , re­
spectively. Then e{pa) =  c{ap) =  p(a) and S(g) = gS  for all a € A, ip €  A' and 
g €  M {A).
We end up this section with the following multiplier Hopf *-algebraic version of 
Pontryagin duality theorem.
T h e o r e m  2 .5 .8 . Let (A, A) be a multiplier Hopf *-algebra with integrals, and 
{A, A) its dual. Define w : A  —-+ (A)' by w(a)(f) =  f(a ) (a G A  and f  € A). Then
/N  >■*»
w(a) €. A  and it is a *-algebra isomorphism from A  onto A  such that (w®w)A  =  Aw.
2.6. T ensor p ro d u c t o f m u ltip lie r H o p f *-algebras
Let A  be a multiplier Hopf *-algebra with integrals. In this section we will show 
tha t A  0  A  is a multiplier Hopf *-algebra with integrals. Denote the counit, the 
antipode and a left integral on A  by e, S  and ip, respectively.
Firstly, let us consider the case tha t A  is unital. Obviously, A  0  A  is a unital 
*-algebra with identity 1 =  1 0 1 .  Denote by Z = l 0  l the identity map on A 0  A. 
We define a linear map A : A ® A  — ► A ®  A ®  A ®  A {  A ® ^  for abbreviation) by
A (a 0  6) =  A(o)i3 0  A(6)24 (a, b €  A).
This definition should be interpreted in the following way. For
A(a) = ^ j x i ® y i and A(6) =  Uj 0  Vj, (**)
* i
where yi} Uj, Vj € A, A  (a 0  b) =  ^2 Xi 0  Uj 0  yi 0  Vj.
Obviously, A((o 0  b)*) =  A (a 0  b)* and A(1 0 1 )  =  1 0 1 0 1 0 1 .  We also have 
tha t A ((a 0  b)(c 0  d)) =  A (a 0  6)A(c 0  d) for a 0  b, c 0  d € A  0  A. Linearizing it to  
the space A  0  A, one can see tha t A is a unital *-homomorphism.
Furthermore, we note that
(i 0  A)A(a) =  (A 0  t)A(a)> or 0  A(j/j) =  ^  A(x<) 0  yu (1)
t t
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(i ® A)A(fc) =  (A ® l)A(6), or y  Uj ® A(tr,) =  y  A(ttj) ® v,-. (2)
i i
Taking the tensor product of (1) and (2), we get
y ;  Xi ® A(yi) ® Uj ® A(uj) =  y  A(a:t) ® yi ® A(itj) ® Vj.
Applying X45X34X24, we get
y  ®  U j  ®  A ( y i ) 13 ®  A ( v j ) 24 =  y  A ( x i ) 13 ®  A (u j )2 4  ® J / < ®  Vj,
where x«j is the flip map on which acts on the zth and j th  factor. Therefore, 
(Z ® A )A(a ® b) = (A ® t)A (a 0  b). Hence, A ® A is a unital *-algebra with the 
comultiplication A.
Let us go back to Example 2.2.2 and see how the comultiplication A there behaves 
in a simple way. Let G be a finite group and A = C(G) the space of all complex 
functions on G. Recall tha t the comultiplication A is given by A (f)(p ,q )  =  f(pq)- 
The map A : A® A — ► A®^4) is defined as before. Write A (/® y) =  ^  Xi®j/t ®u,®Ui 
for f , g  € A. Then
((A ® t)A ( /  ® g))(p, q, r, s, t, w) = ( y  A(a:i ® y{) ® m  ® Vi){p, q, r, s, t, w)
i
= y  A (xi ® yi)(p, q, r, s) ® (in ® Vi)(t,w) 
i
=  y  xf(pr)yi(ys)ui(t)i;i( w)
i
= y  A ( /  ® g){pr, qs, t, w)
i
= f(prt)g(qsw) (p ,q ,r ,s ,t ,w  G G).
Similarly, we have ((t® A )A (/® y))(p, q, r, s, t, w ) =  f(prt)g(qsw ) (p, g, r, s ,t ,w  G G). 
Hence, the coassociativity holds.
Recall in Definition 2.3.1, Ti(a ® b) =  A (a)(l ® b) and T2(a ® b) = (a  ® 1)A(6). 
For A ® A, the maps T\ and T2  : A ® ^  — > A®^4̂  corresponding to  A are given by
T i(a ® 6® c®  d) =  A(a ® b)(l ® c®  d),
and T ^ a  ® 6 ® c ® d) =  (a ® 6 ® l)A (c ® d).
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One can see tha t Ti(a  ® b ® c ® d) =  7 \(a  ® c)i3 ® Ti(6 ® d)24. It immediately
follows from the bijectivity of T\ (resp. T2) that Ti (resp. T2) is a bijection on A®(4\
Therefore, (A ® A, A) is a multiplier Hopf *-algebra.
We claim tha t the counit on A® A is determined by e(a® b) = e(a)e(b) (a, b €  A). 
Following expressions in (**), we get
(e ® i)(A (a)(l ® c)) =  ac = >  ^  e(xi)yiC = ac,
i
(e ® t)(A (b)(l ® d)) =  bd = »  e(uj)vjd =  fed.
i
Thus,
(e ® l)(A (a  ® 6)(1 ® c ® d)) =  (e ® x* ® Uj ® i/jC ® Vjd)
=  ^  i ( x i  ®  U j ) ( j / i C  ®  Vjd) 
id
=  ^ 2  e(xi)yiC  ®  e (u j ) v jd  
id
= ■ £  e(Xi)^c) 0  E  e(ui)v3d)
i j
= ac® bd  
=  ( a ® 6)(c® d).
We also claim tha t the antipode on A® A is given by S' =  5  ® 5  : A® A — ► A® A  
Again, by (**), we get
m (S®  t)(A (a)(l ® c)) =  e(a)c '^ 2 S (x i)yic =  e(a)c,
i
m (S ® i)(A (6)( l  ® d)) =  e(6)d ==>• ^  S(uj)vjd  =  e(6)d.
i
Now ?h : A®(4) — ► A ® A satisfies 77i(x ® y  ® it ® v )  = x u  ® yu. We have
7h(S  ® f)(A (a ® 6)(1 ® c®  d)) = fh (S  ® Z )(y^X j ® Uj ® yiC®Vjd)
id
=  rh £ ( 5 ( *  ®  U j )  ®  ( W C  <8> Vjd))  
id
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=  m ( X  S(Xi) 0  S(uj) 0  j/iC 0  Vjd)
=  y^S (x i)y jC  0 S(uj)vjd
= £  s (x i)Vic) ® ( X  Siurfvjd)
* J
— e(a)c 0 e(b)d 
= e(a® b)(c® d).
Finally, the left integral p  on A 0  A is given by tp(a <8 > b) =  <p(a)p(b) (a,b  € .A). 
Indeed, we have now
(i 0  p)A(a) = p(a) 1 =*> X  =  ¥>(<*)1,
t
(t 0 p)A(b) =  p(b)l =► X  (p(vj)v,j -  <p(b) 1.
j
So
(t 0  i p)A(a ® b )  =  (t 0  y ) (X ^  x , 0  Uj 0  j/, 0  t>j)
=  ^  £ ( i*  ®  t/i )(x* 0  Uj)
= (XI 0 (X ¥>(«*)«*)
* j
=  p ( a ) l0 p(6) l  
=  <£(a 0  6)1.
When A is not unital, we still use I = l 0  l to denote the identity map on A 0  A. 
Define A : A 0  A — > M (A0 ^ )  by A (a 0  6) =  A (a)i3 ® A(6)24 €  M (A0 ^ ) ,  where
(A(a)13 0  A (6)24)(x 0  y  0  u 0  v) — A (a)(x 0  u)i3 0  A(b)(y  0  v)u
and
(x 0  y  0  it 0  u)(A (a)i3 0  A(6)24) =  (a; 0  u)A (a)i3 0  {y 0  u)A(6)24,
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for all x ,y ,u ,v  E A. It is clear th a t A (a)i3 0  A(6)24 is in M (A ® ^ )  by the remarks
following Definition 2.1.2.
Write A (a)(x 0 u) = c* 0  di and A (b)(y 0  v) = Y ! ei®  /j> where c*, di, ej, f j  are
« j
in A  for all i , j  E N. By the coassociativity of A, we have tha t
y > 0  A (dj) = A (q) 0  dj, (3)
i  i
e j  ® A ( f j )  -- ] T  A(ei) 0  f j .  (4)
3 3
Let both sides of (3) act on p 0  r  0 1 (p, r, t  E A ). We get
^ C j p 0  A (d i)(r0  t) =  ^  A (ci)(p0 r) 0  d<t. (5)
i i
Similarly, with q, s, w € A  in (4), we get
Y^e j q®&(f j ) { s®w)  =  Y ^ A (ej)(q®s)®fjW.  (6)
j 3
Taking the tensor product of (5) and (6), we get
^ c ip 0 A(<ij)(r0 t ) 0 e_jg0 A (/:;-)(s0 u;) =  ^  A(ci)(p0 r ) 0 dit 0 A(e_,)(g0 s )0 /jiy.
i,3  *>j
Applying X 2 4 X 2 5 X 2 3  in the above equality, we get
y :  cip0 e:/90A(dj)(r0 t) i30A (/:,-)(s0 u;)24 =  ^  A(cj)(p0 r )130 A(eJ)(g0 s)24®dit0 / Ju;. 
»,3 * j
It follows that
(y^(c,-0 ej)0 A(dj0 /j))(p 0 g0 r 0 s0 t0 u;) =  A (q0 eJ)0 (di0 / ;;))(p0 g07'0 s0 t0 u;),
i,3 i,3
for all p, q, r, s ,t ,w  E A. That is,
( I  0  A ) ( ^  Ci 0  e j  0  d i  0  f j )  =  (A  0 1 ) ( ^ 2 C i  0  e j  0  d i  0  f j ) .
Thus,
(10  A )(A (a)(r 0  u )i3 0  A (b)(y 0  u)24) =  (A 0  i)(A(a)(rr 0  u )13 0  A (b)(y 0  v)u ),
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i.e .,
(Z 0  A )(A (a 0  b)(x 0  y 0  u 0  v )) =  (A 0  t)(A (a 0  b)(x 0  y  0  u 0  v )).
So, the coassociativity holds. Therefore, A is a comultiplication on >10  A.
Note tha t in the non-unital case, one can get Ti, T2, S, e and (p in similar ways 
as we did in the unital case.
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CHAPTER 3
Fundamental facts on operators in a Hilbert space
In this chapter we will review some fundamental concepts and results of a Hilbert 
space and operators in it. We also include in this chapter the basic theory of von 
Neumann algebras because an abstract von Neumann algebra can be viewed as a 
subalgebra of B (H ), the space of bounded linear operators on some Hilbert space H.
3.1. V on N eu m an n  a lgebras on  a H ilb e rt space
Let H  be a Hilbert space and B (H ) the space of all bounded linear operators on 
H . We review some topologies on B (H ). Let (Ti)iej be a net in B (H )  and T  G B (H ).
•  ( Ti)i€j W O T  -converges to  T  if ( T j £ ,  rj) — ► (T£, rj) for all £ ,  77 G  H.
•  (Ti)ie/ SOT-converges to T  if Tf£ — ► for all £ € H.
• (Ti)i€i SOT*-converges to T  if (Ti)iej SO T-converges to  T  and (T*)ieI SO T-
converges to T*, where T* and T* are the adjoint operator of T  and T,
respectively.
D e f in it io n  3.1.1. Let H  be a Hilbert space and M  a unital *-subalgebra o fB (H ). 
M  is called a von N eu m an n  a lg eb ra  acting on H  i f  M  is WOT-closed in B (H ).
E x a m p l e  3.1.2. Let H  be a Hilbert space and B 0 (H) the space of compact 
operators on H. Then B (H )  is a von Neumann algebra which is the WOT-closure of 
B 0 (H).
E x a m p l e  3.1.3. Let ( X ,M ,p )  be a cr-finite measure space. The *-algebra of 
essentially bounded measurable functions on X  is denoted by L°°(X), the space of 
square integrable functions on X  by L 2 (X ). Let 7r be the linear map from L°°(X) to 
B (L 2 (X )) given by (n (f))(g) = fg  ( /  € L°°(X), g G L 2 (X )). Then n(L°°(X)) is an 
abelian von Neumann algebra on L 2 (X )  and ir is a *-isomorphism. Usually, we still 
use L°°(X ) to  denote the abelian von Neumann algebra tt(L°°(X)).
27
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E x a m p l e  3 .1 .4 . Let G be a locally compact group and C*(G) the reduced group  
(7*-algebra of G as given in Example 2.2.13. The WOT-closure of C*(G) in B (L 2 (G)) 
is denoted by V N (G ), called the g r o u p  v o n  N e u m a n n  a lg e b r a  of G.
THEOREM 3.1 .5 . (D ouble C o m m u ta n t Theorem ) I f  A  is a unital *-subalgebra 
of B (H ), then
S O T  - r W O TA  — A  =  A , 
where A" =  (A')' and A ' =  {x G B (H ) \xy  = yx  for all y  G A }.
In many cases, von Neumann algebras are obtained by talcing the WOT-closure 
of a unital *-algebra of bounded operators on some Hilbert spaces.
D e f i n i t i o n  3 .1 .6 . Let M  be a von Neumann algebra acting on a Hilbert space H  
and u j  a linear functional on M . We say that u j  is n o r m a l i f  uj  is continuous with 
respect to the weak operator topology on the open unit ball of M  (i.e., fo r m ,  m* € M  
with ||m || <  1 and ||m j|| <  l ( i  6  N ), we have |(rrij^,r/) — (m4,r})\ — ► 0 for all 
£,77 G H  implies that \u>(mi) — uj{m)\ — ► OJ. The space of normal linear functionals 
on M  is called the p r e d u a l of M  and denoted by M t .
Note tha t M* is a norm closed linear subspace of M*. As a Banach space, the 
von Neumann algebra M  can be recovered from its predual in the following way. Let 
x  € M  and define ex G (M»)* by ex(u;) =  u j ( x )  ( l j  G M»). Then the mapping x  1— > ex 
is an isometric isomorphism from M  onto (M»)*.
P r o p o s i t i o n  3.1.7. For £, 77 G H , define w^iV G B (H )t by w^v(x) =  (a;£, 77) 
(x G B (H )). Then the restriction of to M  belongs to M t , still denoted by w^iV. 
Furthermore, the linear span of {w^tV \ £, 77 G H } is norm dense in M ,.
The predual M* induces one of the preferred topologies on M .
D e f in it io n  3 .1 .8 . Let M  be a von Neumann algebra. The cr-w eak t o p o lo g y  on 
M  is by definition the topology on M  induced by the predual M*.
E x a m p l e  3 .1 .9 . Let us return to Example 3.1.3 and denote the space of integrable 
functions on X  on L 1 (X ). Any element f  G L 1 (X ) defines a linear functional ujf on 
L°°(X )* by uJf{g) =  /  fg d p  (g G L°°(X)). The mapping f  1— > ujf is an isometric 
isomorphism from L 1 (X ) onto L°°(X )t .
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D e f i n i t i o n  3.1.10. Let M  and N  be von Neumann algebras. A bounded linear 
map 7r : M  — ► N  is called n o r m a l i f  it is a -weakly continuous, i.e., i f  u  o n  G M* 
for every u  €  N ,.
DEFINITION 3.1.11. Let M  and N  be von Neumann algebras acting on Hilbert 
spaces H  and K , respectively. The v o n  N e u m a n n  a lg e b r a ic  t e n s o r  p r o d u c t  of 
M  and N , denoted by M ® N , is the von Neumann algebra on H  ® K  generated by 
M ® N .
Naturally, we have the following
P r o p o s i t i o n  3.1.12. Let M  and N  be von Neumann algebras. Then (M M N)' =  
M 'teN '.
3.2. Topologies on von N eu m an n  a lg eb ras
Let M  be a von Neumann algebra. Besides the natural norm topology and the 
cr-weakly topology, we have some other topologies on M  which play important roles 
in the theory of von Neumann algebras.
D e f i n i t i o n  3.2.1. Let M  be a von Neumann algebra and U the set of all cr-weakly 
continuous positive linear functionals on M . For w € U, define pw(x) =  w{x*x) 1! 2  
(x G M ). Then each pw gives a semi-norm on M . The family {pw\w  €  U} of 
semi-norms defines a locally convex topology on M , called the cr-strong topo lo g y  
on M .
D e f i n i t i o n  3.2.2. Let M , U, w andpw be the same as above. Forw  € U, define 
Qw(x) = (pw(x ) 2 +Pw{x* ) 2 ) 1 / 2  (x € M ). Then each qw gives a semi-norm on M . The 
family {qw\w  G U} of semi-norms defines a locally convex topology on M , called the 
cr-strong* topo logy  on M .
One can see the relation between these various topologies as follows: 
norm D cr-strong* D cr-strong D cr-weakly, 
where “ D ” ■ means “ finer than ” .
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T h e o r e m  3 .2 .3 . Let M  be a von Neumann algebra and f  a linear functional on 
M . Then the following are equivalent.
(i) /  is a-weak continuous.
(ii) /  is a-strong continuous.
(iii) /  is a-strong* continuous.
C o r o l l a r y  3 .2 .4 . Let M  be a von Neumann algebra and E  a convex subset of 
M . Then the following are equivalent.
(i) E  is a-weak closed.
(ii) E  is a-strong closed.
(iii) E  is a-strong* closed.
3 .3 . P o la r  d e c o m p o s i t io n s  in  v o n  N e u m a n n  a lg e b r a s
In this section, we fix a von Neumann algebra M . For a linear functional p  on 
M , the adjoint functional p* of p  is defined by p*(x) = p(x*) (x  G M ). A linear 
functional p  is called s e lf -a d jo in t  if p  = p*.
We use the following definitions.
• An element x  in M  is called a p r o j e c t io n  if x* = x  and x 2  =  x.
• An element x  in M  is called a p a r tia l iso m etry  if x*x is a projection in M .
• For an element x  G M , the m o d u lu s  |x| is defined by |r |  =  (x*x)%.
Denote by M p the set of all projections in M . Note tha t M p is a subset of M +,
hence it inherits the natural order of elements in M +.
P r o p o s it io n  3 .3 .1 . Any subset of M p has a g.Lb (resp.l.u.b) in M p. Namely, 
for any set { e ^ g / of projections in M , there exists a unique e G M p such that 
e* >  e (resp. ej <  e) for all i G I ,  and if  there exists another e' with this property, 
then e >  e' (resp. e < e').
PROPOSITION 3.3.2. Let L (resp.R) be a a-weakly closed left (resp. right) ideal of 
M . Then there exists a unique projection p in M  such that L  = M p (resp. R  =  pM ).
D e f in it io n  3 .3.3. Let a G M . Let L  =  { x  G M\ xa  =  0 } . Then L  is a a-weakly 
closed left ideal of M . Hence L  — M e for a unique projection e in M . Then 1 — e is
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the smallest projection q in M  such that qa — a. In this case, q =  1 — e is called the 
le f t  s u p p o r t  of a, denoted by si(a),
Similarly, i f  we let R  = {y  G M \a y  = 0 } , then R  is a a-weakly closed right ideal 
of M . Hence R  =  f M  for a unique projection f  in M . Then 1 — f  is the smallest 
projection p in M  such that ap = a. In this case, p  =  1 — /  is called the r ig h t  
s u p p o r t  of a, denoted by sr(a).
I f  a is self-adjoint, then s/(a) =  sr(a), which is called the s u p p o r t  of a and 
denoted by s(a).
T h e o r e m  3 .3 .4 . L e tx  G M . Then x  can be decomposed as x  =  u\x\, where u is a 
partial isometry in M  such that u*u =  s(|x |) and uu* = s(|x*|). Such a decomposition 
is unique, called the p o la r  d e c o m p o s i t io n  of x.
For a normal linear functional ip, we have a similar polar decomposition.
Let v G M  and £ G M*. We can define v£,£v G M* by (v£)(x) =  £(xv) and 
(£v)(x) =  £(vx). For u g M „  denote
V  =  [Mu>] and W  = [wM],
where [•] denote the closed linear span. Then it can be proved tha t V  (resp. W ) is 
left (resp. right) invariant in the sense tha t aV  C V  (resp. W a  C W ) for all a G M . 
By Theorem 2.7 (iii) in Chapter III of [24], there exist projections e and f  in M  
such tha t V  =  M*e and W  = fM *. The projections e and /  are called respectively 
the right and left su p p o rt p ro jec tio n s  of oj, denoted by sT(u) and Si(u). If u) is 
self-adjoing, then sr(u>) =  si(u>), which is denoted by s(u).
Note tha t in previous paragraph, spaces M u  and wM would not be automatically 
closed. In other words, if x nu  converges to some element rj in A/*, r) may not have 
the form xui for some x  G M .
T h e o r e m  3 .3 .5 . Let ip be a normal linear functional on M . Then there exists a 
unique partial isometry v ( z M  and xp G M f  such that
(p = vxp.
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The equation above is called the p o la r decom position  of p. if is denoted by \ip\, 
called the ab so lu te  value of (p. Furthermore, \<p\ is self-adjoint, v*v =  s(|<^|) and 
vv* =  s(|<^*|).
P r o p o s i t i o n  3.3.6. Let ip be a normal linear functional on M  and \p\ its absolute 
value. Then ||v?|| =  |||<^||| and \p{x)\2 <  ||(/3|||(^|(a:a;*) for all x  €  M .
3 .4 . F u n c t io n s  o f  l in e a r  o p e r a to r s  in  H i lb e r t  s p a c e s
For a linear operator T  in a Hilbert space H  and some complex function / ,  we will 
consider when and how f ( T )  can be defined. Most of this section belongs to spectral 
theory. See [4] for details.
For a set U in C, we denote by dU  the boundary of U and U = U U dU. The 
following two definitions are fundamental in complex analysis.
D e f in it io n  3.4 .1 . Let I  be an interval in the extended real axis and f  a complex 
function on I . We define the t o t a l  v a r ia t io n  v ( f , I ) by
n
v ( f ,  I)  =  sup l/(<*i+l) -  /(fli)I,
*=1
where the supremum is taken over all finite sets o f points ai € I  with a i < a2 < ... < 
a„+ i .  I f v ( f , I )  <  0 0 , we say that f  has a b o u n d e d  t o t a l  v a r ia t io n  on I.
D e f in it io n  3.4 .2 . Let I  — [a, 6] be an interval of reals. Let a  : I  — > C  be a 
complex valued function which is continuous and has a bounded total variation on I .  
I f  for all a < t i  < t 2 < b, a ( ti)  =  a ( t2) implies that t\ =  a and t2 =  b, then the curve 
C = {a(f) | a < t  < b} is called a r e c t if ia b le  J o r d a n  c u r v e .
D e f in it io n  3.4 .3 . Let U be a bounded open set in the complex plane and B  the 
boundary of U. Suppose that B  — Bi U jB2 U ... U Bn is a finite collection of disjoint 
closed rectifiable Jordan curves, where Bi = a (L ) and Ii =  [a*,6j] (1 <  i < n). We 
say that B  is o r ie n te d  in  t h e  p o s i t iv e  s e n s e  i f  the points in U lying close to Bi are 
inside (resp. outside) Bi, then Bi is traversed in the counter-clockwise (resp. clockwise) 
direction as t goes from  a* to bi.
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We first consider functions of bounded linear operators on Hilbert spaces. We 
need the following
D e f in it io n  3 .4.4. For a bounded linear operator T  on a Hilbert space H , define 
the reso lven t se t o fT  by
p(T) — {A € C | (A — T)~ l exists as a bounded linear operator on H }.
Define the sp ec tru m  o fT  by
a{T) = p{Ty.
Define
!F{T) — { /  : C — > C | /  is analytic on an open set containing a (T1)}. 
P r o p o s it io n  3 .4 .5 . The spectrum cr(T) is closed and bounded.
D e f in it io n  3 .4 .6 . Let f  € F (T ) and U an open set in C  containing cr(T) with f  
analytic on U. Assume that dU consists of a finite number of disjoint closed rectifiable 
Jordan curves oriented in the positive sense and f  is analytic on U. We define the 
operator f ( T )  : H  — > H  by
m  = ^ - i Jdu f { x ) { \ - T ) - id \
where the integral is defined in the W O T, that is,
(nmv) = 2\ijdunmx ~ T>~1̂ dX
for all £,77 €E H.
It can be shown tha t f (T )  is a linear operator, which depends only on the function 
/  but not on U. Also, since dU  is compact staying away from c(T) and the function 
dU  — ► B (H ), A 1— ► /(A)(A — T)~x, is continuous, f (T )  €  B (H ) with
P r o p o s it io n  3 .4.7. Let f  €  F {T). I f  f  has the power series expansion
00
/ (A )  =  £  a*A‘
fc=0
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oo
valid in an open set containing <j (T), then f(T )  — ^  a^T*.
fc=o
We say that an operator T  is “ in ” H  if D (T) C H. If the domain of T  is exactly 
H, we say tha t the operator T  is “ o n ” H.
D e f in it io n  3.4.8. Let X  and Y  be Banach spaces and T  : D (T )(C X ) — > Y  a 
linear map. T  is called c lo s e d  a s  a n  o p e r a to r  i f  for any sequence (x,) in D (T), 
X{ — > x and Txi — ► y implies that x  G D (T) and T x  =  y.
Equivalently, T  is closed if and only if the graph of T  is closed in X  x Y .
In case tha t T  is an unbounded closed linear operator in H , we want to find 
a bounded linear operator A  corresponding to T  in a way th a t we can define an 
operational calculus for T  in terms of the operational calculus for A. We still use 
the notations p(T) and cr(T’) as before. Denote by F (T )  the family of all functions /  
which are analytic on some neighborhood of a (T ) and at infinity. We always assume 
that D (T ) is a proper linear subspace of H , otherwise T  will be bounded by Closed 
Graph Theorem. One should note tha t the spectrum &(T) may not be bounded 
anymore.
Fix a  G p(T) and let A  =  —(a  — T )-1 =  (T — a ) -1 . It is clear tha t A  : H  — ► 
D (T) C H  is a bounded linear operator.
If K  denotes the complex sphere with its usual topology, i.e., K  is the one point 
compactification of C, we let $  : K  — > K  be the homeomorphism defined by $(A) =  
(A — a ) - 1 , 4>(oo) =  0 and 4>(a) =  oo.
T h e o r e m  3 .4 .9 . Let a ,  A  and $  be the same as above. Then $(<r(T) U {o o } )  =  
a(A). Moreover, the relation <^($(A)) =  /(A) determines a one-one correspondence 
between <p in F {A ) and f  in F (T ).
D e f in it io n  3 .4 .10. For f  G f ( T ) ,  define f(T )  = <p(A), where tp G f ( A )  is 
corresponding to f  as in Theorem 3.4-9.
It can be proved tha t f (T )  is independent of the choice of a  in p(T).
In case that T  is an unbounded linear normal operator on H , we refer the details 
of the functions of T  to  Chapter 5 in [9].
D e f in it io n  3 .4 .11. Let H  be a Hilbert space and T  a linear operator in H . I f  for  
all x ,y  G H  and A G R,
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(i) T (x  + y ) = T ( x )  + T(y);
(ii) T(Xx) = XT(x);
(iii) (T (x),T (y)) = (x,y),
then T  is called an a n t iu n i t a r y  operator in H .
D e f in it io n  3.4.12. Let X  and Y  be Banach spaces and T  a linear operator from  
within X  into Y . We say that T  is c lo s a b le  i f  there exists a linear operator T  : 
D (T)(C  X )  — > Y  such that the closure o f the graph o f T i s  the graph o fT . In this 
case, T  is called the c lo s u r e  of T . A  c o r e  of a closable operator T  is a subset C  
of D (T) such that the closure o f the restriction o f T t o C i s T ,  i.e., T \c  =  T , or, 
graph(T|c) =  graph(T).
D e f in it io n  3.4.13. Let H  be a Hilbert space and T  : D (T ) C H  — > H  a densely 
defined linear operator. Define
D(T*) =  {k  € H  | h i— ► (T (h ), k) is a bounded linear functional onD (T)}.
Then there is a unique vector k in H  such that (T(h),k) =  (h, k) for all h €  D (T). 
Define T* : D(T*) — > H  by T*(k) = k. Then T* is also a linear operator on H , 
called the a d jo in t  o fT .
P r o p o s it io n  3.4.14. I f T  : H  — > H  is a densely defined closed operator, then 
T* is also a densely defined closed operator.
For the proof of preceding proposition, we refer to Proposition 10.1.6 in [1].
If T  is a bounded linear operator in a Hilbert space H , then T  can be uniquely 
extended to be a bounded linear operator on D (T), and then extended to H  by letting 
T  be 0 on D (T)'L. It is clear th a t such an extension of T  preserves the norm of T. 
So unless it is specified to the contrary, a bounded linear operator on H  will always 
be assumed to be defined on all of H . For operators on a general Banach space, we 
need the following
D e f in it io n  3.4.15. Let X  be a Banach space and T  : X  — > X  a bounded linear 
operator. T  is called a p r o j e c t io n  i f  T 2 — T.
P r o p o s it io n  3.4.16. Let Xo be a nonzero closed linear subspace of a Banach 
space X .  Then there exists a norm-1 projection from X  onto Xo i f  and only i f  for all
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Banach spaces Y , every bounded linear map T  : X q — ► Y  has a linear extension to
X  preserving the norm o fT .
PROOF. Suppose P  : X  — > X 0  is a norm-1 projection. Let Y  be a Banach space 
and T  : X Q — > Y  be any bounded linear map. Let T  = T  o P . Then T  G B (X , Y )  
and ||T || <  ||Tj| • ||P || =  ||Tj|. Since P  is a projection from X  onto X 0, T  extends T  
and thus | | r | |  >  ||T ||.
Conversely, assume tha t every bounded linear operator T  : Xo — ► Y  has a 
linear extension to X  preserving the norm of T. In particular, the identity map 
t : X 0  — > X 0  has a linear extension P  : X  — * X 0  such tha t ||P || =  | | i | |  =  1. For all 
x  €  X , P (x)  G X 0 and so P (P (x)) = P (x). Therefore, P 2 = P. □
Let T  and S  be two linear operators in a Hilbert space H . We write T  = S  to
mean that T (x) = S(x) for all x  €  D (T) D D (S).
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CHAPTER 4 
Theory of Weights
The theory of weights will be studied in this chapter. Through Section 4.1 to 4.4 
we will focus on some properties of weights on C*-algebras. Most of these results can 
be translated into von Neumann algebraic framework without much extra work to 
do. We end this chapter by introducing von Neumann algebraic quantum groups.
4.1. W eigh ts  on  C’-algebras 
In this section, A  always denotes a C*-algebra.
D e f in itio n  4.1.1. A function g> : A + — > [0, oo] is called a w eight on A  i f  the 
followings are satisfied.
(i) v?(i +  y) — <p(x) + <p(y) for all x ,y  £ A +.
(ii) <p(rx) = r<p(x) for all x  £ A + and r > 0.
Here it is agreed that 0(+oo) =  0. A weight <p is called fa ith fu l i f  for all x  € A +,
tp(x) =  0 implies x  =  0.
We will use the following notations frequently in the sequel.
Afv =  {a £ A  | ip(a*a) < oo}.
Mfp =  {a € A + | <p(a) < oo}.
M v = =  span{a*b \ a, b € Mp}.
C laim  4.1.2. Mv is a left ideal o f A.
PROOF. It suffices to show tha t ax £  and x  +  y £ Mv for all a £ A  and
x ,y  £ M<p. Let x, y £ Mv and a £ A. Then
x*a*ax < ||a ||2a:*a: => tp(x*a*ax) < ||a ||2< (̂a:*x) < oo.
Therefore, ax £ M,p. Also,
(x* -  y*)(x — y )>  0 => x*x +  y*y > x*y +  y*x =4> (x* +  y*)(x + y) < 2 (x*x +  y*y).
37
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Hence, p((x* +  y*)(x +  y )) <  2 <p(x*x) +  2 p(y*y) < oo. Therefore, i  +  y e  Afv . □
Some of properties of and are included in the following
P r o p o s it io n  4 .1 .3 . Let p  be a weight on A. Then
(i) M.<p is the linear span of
(ii) M% = M „ n A + .
(iii) is a *-subalgebra of A.
P r o p o s it io n  4 .1 .4 . Let p  be a weight on a C*-algebra A . Then there exists a 
unique linear map extending p\M+ to M v , which is still denoted by (p.
D e f in it io n  4 .1 .5 . A weight p  on a C*-algebra A  is called lo w e r  (resp. u p p e r )  
s e m i-c o n t in u o u s  i f  for all A G [0, oo], the set {a G A + \ p(a) < A} (resp. the set 
{a € A+ | tp(a) >  A})  is closed in A.
Note tha t p  is continuous if and only if it is lower and upper semi-continuous 
simultaneously.
Let A*+ denote all positive continuous linear functionals on A. The following sets 
play a central role in the theory of lower semi-continuous weights.
D e f in it io n  4 .1 .6 . Let p  be a weight on a C*-algebra A. Define 
Fy =  {uj G A*+ | uj(a) < p(a) for all a G A+}
and
Gp = {ecu/ \ u e F p  and 0 < a  < 1} C F v .
On Fp, we use the order inherited from the natural order on A*+. The advantage 
of G>p over F v lies in the fact th a t Gv is a directed subset of F v : for ^ G ^ ,  there 
exists u: G Gip such tha t uj\ < uj and uji < uj. This shows tha t G<p can be used as the 
index set of a net. A proof of this fact can be found in [21] and [11].
T h e o r e m  4.1 .7 . Let p  be a lower semi-continuous weight on a C*-algebra A. 
Then p(a) =  sup{uj(a) \ uj G F ^ ]  for all a G A +. Moreover, for all a G A +,
p(a) =  sup{uj(a) | uj  G Gv } =  lim ui(a).
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By writing any element of as a linear combination of elements in M + , we get
immediately that <p(a) =  lim u>(a) for all a € A'fy.
u€Gip
Let tp be a weight on a C*-algebra A. A  G N S -co n stru c tio n  for tp is by definition 
a triple (H ^ir^A y ,)  satisfying the followings.
(i) Hv is a Hilbert space.
(ii) is a linear map from Afv into Hv such that Av (Afv ) is dense in and
(Av,(a), A<p(b)) = tp(b*a) for all a, 6 € Afv .
(iii) irv is a representation of A  on Hv such that irv (a)Av (b) = Av (ab) for all 
a £ A  and b £ Afv .
It is a standard procedure to construct a GNS-construction for any weight. And 
a GNS-construction is unique up to unitary equivalence.
P r o p o s it io n  4.1.8. Let tp be a lower semi-continuous weight on a C*-algebra A  
and (HyjTtp, Av ) a GNS-construction for tp. Then
(i) the mapping Av : Af^ — > H v is closed as an operator;
(ii) the *-homomorphism : A  — ► B (H V) is nondegenerate.
PROPOSITION 4.1.9. Let tp be a weight on a C*-algebra A. Then the following are 
equivalent.
(i) A4J is dense in A +.
(ii) M.tp is dense in A.
(iii) is dense in A.
In this case, tp is called dense ly  defined  or sem i-finite.
In the sequel, we will only work with p ro p e r  weights, namely, weights which are 
non-zero, densely defined and lower semi-continuous.
4.2. E x ten sio n  o f w eigh ts to  m u ltip lie r a lgebras
Let A be a C*-algebra. Recall tha t in Proposition 2.1.14 we extend u  £ A* 
uniquely to M (A) which is strictly continuous. We have now an extension theorem 
for slice maps. See [15] for further information.
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P ro p o s i t io n  4.2.1. Let A  and B  be C*-algebras and oj G A*. Then there exists 
a unique bounded linear map tp : M (A  <g> B ) — > M (B ) which is strictly continuous 
on the unit ball o f M (A ® B ) and extends u>®i: A ® B  — ► B . Similarly, one extends 
i ® u j : A ® B  — > A  to M (A  <g> B) — > M (A ). As with morphisms, we still use the 
symbols t,<8 >w and u<8 > l for the above extensions.
As shown below, this proposition implies that any weight on A  has a natural 
extension to a weight on M (A).
D e fin it io n  4.2.2. Let ip be a weight on a C*-algebra A. Then we define Tp on 
M (A) by Tp(a) =  sup{ul(a) | u> G for all a G M (A )+. Then Ip is a strictly lower 
semi-continuous weight on M (A ). We write ip{x) =  Tp{x) for all x  € M (A )+.
We will use the following notations: M ^  — -M±, and 7 7 ^  — Af#.
For any x  € A A we put ip{x) =  Tp(x).
One can see from Theorem 4.1.7 tha t Tp is an extension of ip, and =  AA^ fl A, 
Afv  =  77\p H A, and A 4 V C A 4 V fl A. Thus, A 4 £ , Afv  and A4V are strictly dense in 
M yfT T fp  and AAV, respectively.
The GNS-construction for a weight <p has a natural extension to a GNS-construction 
for Tp.
P ro p o s i t io n  4.2.3. Let ip be a weight on a C*-algebra A  urith GNS-construction 
(H^, A^). Let Tp be the same as above. Define the mapping Av : M (A ) — > H
such that Afy is a strict core for and Av extends A ,̂. Then (Hv , W^A^,) is a 
GNS-construction for Tp.
In particular, we have tha t D (Av) =  7 7 ^  and we put Av (a) =  Av (a) for all a  G 7 7 v .
4.3. S licing w ith  w eights on C *-algebras
In the whole section, we will fix C*-algebras A  and B  and a proper weight ip on 
B. For r] G A* and u> G B», let i ® u  : A  <g> B  — ► A  and 77 <g> 1 : A  0  B  — ► B  be the 
slice maps. Most results and proofs can be found in Section 3 of [15], .
D e f in it io n  4.3.1. We use the following notations.
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• =  {1 ^ M (A  ® B )+\ the net ((t ® o;)(x))ajegv3 is strictly convergent in 
M (A )}.
• For x  E M-ltsy, we define ((t®  </?)(a;)) to be the element in M (A) such that 
the net ((t ® w)(a:))ta,eev converges strictly to ((i ® y>)(x)).
P roposition  4.3.2. The slice map t ® y? has the following properties.
(i) x + y E  A d ^ , and (i®<p)(x+y) =  (L®<p)(x) + (i®<p)(y) fo r a l lx ,y  E  A d ^ ,.
(ii) Ax € A d ^ , and (t ® <̂ >)(Ax) =  A(i ® <p)(x) for all x  E A d ^  and A € R+ .
(iii) Let x  E M (A  ® B )+ and y E A d ^  be such that x  < y. Then x  E A d ^ , and 
(i®  tp)(x) < (t®  y?)(y).
(iv) Let a e  M(A)+ and b E AdJ,. TTien a® 6 € Adl(glv, and (i®<^)(a®6) =  a(p(b).
P roposition  4.3.3.
• Let A d ^  =  s p a n { M .^ }  C M (A ® B). Then is a *-subalgebra of 
M (A  ® 5 )  suc/i that A d ^  = Ad^  D M  (A  ® B )+ .
• 77iere exists a unique linear map F  : A4t®v — *■ M (A ) such that F (x) = 
(i<8 ><p)(x) for all x  E A d ^ .  For every x € Adtl8v, we put (i <8><p)(x) =  F(x).
• Define JT^p  =  {xG M (A  ® B)\ x*x E A d ^ } .  Then is a left ideal in 
M (A  ® B) such that A4LSlip =  A/’̂ A / ’,.^ .
One immediately gets the following natural properties concerning Adt(8v, and A T ^ .
P roposition  4.3.4. The following properties hold.
(i) Let x  E Then ((t®>o;)(x))u,eev converges strictly to (t®  <p)(x).
(ii) Let a E M (A) and b E A4V. Then a ® 6 € Ad^  and (t ® <p)(a ® b) =  a(p(b).
(iii) Let a E M (A) and b E A/^. Then a(&b E A f ^ .
We have the following Fubini-like theorem.
T h eo rem  4.3.5. Let x  E  Adtlgl¥, and 0 E A*. Then (0 ® a) ( x )  E Ad ,̂ and <p((0 ® 
t)(x)) =  0((i®  y)(s)).
P r o o f .  Without loss of generality, we can assume tha t x E A d ^  and 9 6 4 ^ . 
We have
cu((0 ® t)(x)) =  0((t ® w)(x)) for all u  E Qv ,
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thus Definition 4.3.1 and the strict continuity of 9 imply that
(w((0 ® t)(x)))v€gv — ► 9((l ® <p)(x)).
Therefore, (9 ®> t)(x) G M v and <p((9 ® t)(x)) = 9((i ® <^)(x)). □
4.4. P a r tia l  G N S -co n stru c tio n  for th e  te n so r p ro d u c t o f w eights
Through this section, we will fix C*-algebras A  and B, a proper weight ip on A, 
and a proper weight <p on B. We also fix a GNS-construction (Hy, iTy, Ay) for ip and 
a GNS-construction (Hv , A^) for tp.
P ro p o s i t io n  4.4.1. We define the tensor product weight ip®ip on A ®  B  in such 
a way that
(tp <gi ip)(x) =  sup{(u> ® 6 )(x) | uj eQ y, 9 e  Gv } 
for every x  € (A ® B )+. Then ip® <p is an additive map from (A ® B )+ to C.
PROOF. For w i,u 2  € Gy and 9X,92 G Gv , we can find w3 G Gy and 93  G Gv such 
tha t < oj3, u>2 <  uj3, 6 1  < 93  and 92 < 93. Therefore, ® 9X < u 3  ® 93  and 
u 2  ® 92  < oj3 ® 93. This implies tha t the set {a; ® 9 \ u  G Gy, 9 G G^) is an upwardly 
directed set.
Given x ,y  G A ® B . It is easily seen tha t (ip®><p)(x+y) < (ip®<p)(x) + (ip®(p)(y). 
On the other hand, for any e > 0, there exist u>i,w2 G Gy and 9X,92  € Gv with 
(ip o  </?)(x) <  (wx ® 9x)(x) +  |  and (ip ® p)(y) < (oj2 ® 92 )(y) +  f . Therefore, by the 
discussion in the last paragraph, there exists u>3 G Gy and 93 G G<p such tha t
(ip <g> ip)(x) + (ip® <p)(y) < (ux ® 9x)(x) +  (oj2 ® 92 )(y) +  e
<  (w3 ® 93)(x + y) + e
<  (tp ® <p)(x + y) + e.
Let e — ► 0. We get tha t (ip ® ip)(x + y) > (ip® <p)(x) + (ip® <p)(y). □
One can also prove the following properties.
•  M y  ® M v C My&p and (ip ® <p) (a ® b) =  ip(a)<p(b) for all a  G M y  and 
beM<p.
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® A ® Afy ^  A/y>
T h eo re m  4.4.2. There ex is ts  a un ique  e lem en t x  in  ® Hv su ch  th a t ||x ||2 =  
(ip ® tp )(x*x) and  (x, Ay,(a) ® Ay(b)) =  (ip ® <p)((a* <S> b*)x) f o r  o il a  € A/y,, b € A/^ 
a n d  x  € A/y,® .̂ D efine the m a p  A ^  <g> A y  by x  i— > x. T h en  A^ ®  A y  is  a linear m a p  
fr o m  H ^  to  H^, ® Hy.
We have the following theorem. For the proof, we refer to Section 1.7 in [16].
T h eo re m  4.4.3. (H $  ® H y,rc^, ® n r̂ ,, Â , ® Av) is a G N S -co n stru c tio n  fo r  ip ®  ip.
4.5. W eigh ts on von N eu m an n  a lg eb ras
Let M  be a von Neumann algebra and let
M + =  {a*a| a € M },
M l = {w  6 M*| ty >  0 onM +},
M+ =  M* n  M».
D e f in it io n  4.5.1. Let ip be a w eigh t o n  M .
(i) tp is  coiled (lowerj  n o rm a l i f  f o r  all A >  0, {x € M +\ <p(x) < A} is  cr-weakly 
closed in  M .
(ii) ip is  called  sem i-fin ite i f  M y  is  a -w ea k ly  dense in  M ,  o r  i f  M y  is  a -w eak ly  
dense in  M +, o r  i f  H y is  a -w ea k ly  dense in  M .
As discussed in Section 4.1 for weights on a C-algebra, a weight tp on a von 
Neumann algebra M  is continuous with respect to the a-weak topology on M  if and 
only if it is lower normal and upper normal, i.e., for all A € [0,oo], {x € M + \ tp(x) > 
A} is a-weakly closed in M .
One can see tha t if tp is a semi-finite weight on M ,  then M y  is a-strong dense in 
M + and M y , H y  are a-strong* dense in M .
Most of the time, a normal semi-finite faithful weight will be abbreviated as a 
n .s .f  w eight.
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D e f in it io n  4 .5 .2 . Let M  be a von Neumann algebra together with a unital normal 
*-homomorphism A : M  — > M ® M  such that (A 0  i)A =  (t 0  A)A. Assume the 
existence of
(i) a n .s.f weight ip on M  that is left invariant in the sense that
ip((oj 0  i)A(x)) =  ip{x)u>[\) for all a; €  M , andx G M £,
and
(ii) a n .s.f weight tp on M  that is right invariant in the sense that
tp((i 0  uj)A (x )) = tp(x)w(l) for all u  €  M * andx  € M £.
Then we call (M ,A ,ip ,tp) a von N eu m an n  algebraic  q u a n tu m  group.
P r o p o s it io n  4 .5 .3 . Let (M, A, ip, tp) be a von Neumann algebraic quantum group. 
Let (H , 7r, A) be the GNS-construction of ip. Then (ui 0  i)A (x)  G J\fv for all x  G 
and ui G M*. Moreover, ||A((u; 0  t)A (x))|| <  ||u;||||A(x)||.
P r o o f . B y  Lem m a 3.10 o f [15], we have
((a; 0  i)A(x))*(ui 0  i)A (x)  <  ||u;||(|u;| 0  t)(A(x)* A (x)) =  IMKI^ 0  i)(A(x*x)), 
where |<v| G M f  is the absolute value of li. Then
¥>(((<*> 0  i)A(x))*(w  0 t)A (x))  <  <^(||o;||(|a;| 0 1)(A(x*x))) — ||u;||v?(x*x)|ti;|(l) <  oo. 
Moreover,
||A((u; 0  i)A (x))||2 =  < p ( ( ( &  0  i)A(a))*((u> 0  i)A(a)))
<||w|| -ip(x*x) • |w|(l)
< |M |-y?(x*x )-||u ;||
< I H | 2 -||A (x)||2
Therefore, ||A(a; 0 i)A (a)|| <  ||u>||||A(x)||. □
L e m m a  4 .5 .4 . Let M  and N  be von Neumann algebras and £ a n .s.f weight on N . 
L e tx  G (M 0 AT)+ a n d b €  M + be such that (6<8>i)(x) G and £ ((0 0 t)(x )) =  6 (b) 
for all 6  G M+. Then x  G M ^  and (i 0  £)(x) = b.
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Replacing x  by A (a) and b by tp(a) 1 in the above lemma, we get the following 
useful
P r o p o s it io n  4 .5 .5 . Let (M , A , tp, ip) be a von Neumann algebraic quantum group. 
Let (H , 7r, A) be a GNS-construction of tp. Then
(i) A(a) e  Migxp and (t 0  y?)A(a) =  tp(a)\ for a 6 M ^ .
(ii) A(a) € for a €  Nfv .
L e m m a  4 .5 .6 . Let (M , A , tp, ip) be a von Neumann algebraic quantum group. Let 
x ,y  € A /^ .  Then
((t 0  tp)(y*x))*((i 0  tp)(y*x)) <  ||(t ® <p)(y*y)\\(t 0  <p)(x*x).
There are of course also similar properties for the right invariant weight ip.
P r o p o s i t i o n  4.5.7. Let (M , A , <p, ip) be a von Neumann algebraic quantum group. 
Let a,b  € A/y,. Then A(a*)x(b 0  1) 6 fo r all x  €  M 0 M . Moreover,
(ip <8> i)(A(a*)x(b 0  1 ))*(ip <0 i)(A(a*)x(b 0  1)) <  ip(a*a)(ip 0  i)((b* 0  l)x*x(b 0  1)).
D e f in it io n  4 .5 .8 . Let tp be a semi-finite weight on M . Define the sets
Ty  =  {w  G M +| w(x) < tp(x) for allx € M +}
and
Qip — {at<;| w e  a  e  (0, 1)}.
We still use T<p and Qv instead of and Qv , respectively, to denote these sets in 
the case of no confusion being caused.
In the von Neumann algebras setting, Proposition 4.1.8 can be strengthened as 
follows.
T h e o r e m  4 .5 .9 . Let tp be a normal semi-finite weight on a von Neumann algebra 
M . Let (Hv , 7rv, Av) be a GNS-construction for tp. Then
(i) nv : M  — > B (H V) is a unital *-homomorphism and irv (M ) is a von Neu­
mann algebra acting on H v .
(ii) The mapping A9 : A/^ — ► Hv is closed for both o-weak and the a-strong* 
topologies.
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When tp is a n.s.f weight on M , we can prove that <p satisfies some kind of KMS 
properties if we loose the continuity requirement on the m.a.group (cf. Definition 
5.1.13). See Theorem 2.6 in [15] for the following result.
T h e o r e m  4.5.10. Let M  be a von Neumann algebra and tp a n .s.f weight on M . 
Then there exists a unique strongly-continuous one-parameter group (s.o.group for 
abbreviation) o on M  such that:
(i) tpat =  <p for all t  €  R;
(ii) For all x, y 6 C\N*, there is a bounded continuous function f  : S(i) — ► C 
which is analytic on S(i)°, such that f { t )  =  tp(at (x)y) and f( t+ i)  =  tp(y<rt (x) 
for all t  €  R.
We can conclude from Proposition 5.1.26 tha t nv is faithful, a result parallel to 
Proposition 5.1.14. Thus, we can consider M  as a von Neumann algebra acting on 
H, which will bring us a lot of convenience in further discussion. We always assume 
this in the rest of the thesis.
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CHAPTER 5
Locally compact quantum groups
This is the main chapter of the thesis. In Section 5.3, we give a definition of a 
locally compact quantum group in the C*-algebraic setting, where most of our efforts 
are about. Before that, we discuss an extra property, the so-called KMS condition, 
of a weight on a C*-algebra. In Section 5.4, we will consider how to lift a weight 
from a C*-algebra to a weight on a von Neumann algebra, as well as how to get a 
KMS weight on a C*-algebra from a n.s.f weight on a von Neumann algebra. The 
dual object of a quantum group, both in C*-algebraic and von Neumann algebraic 
settings, will be studied in the Section 5.5. In this last section, we also present some 
nice links between C*-algebraic quantum groups, von Neumann algebraic quantum 
groups, and their dual quantum groups by building several commutative diagrams.
5.1. K M S w eights on  C *-algebras
D e f in it io n  5.1.1. Let A  be a C*-algebra. Denote by Aut(A ) the group of all 
*-automorphisms of A. Let a : R — > Aut(A) be a mapping such that
(i) <7a(7t =  CTj+t for all s , t e  R;
(ii) the function f  : R — ► A given by f ( t ) = at (a) is norm continuous for all 
a € A
Then a is called a no rm -con tinuous o n e -p a ram e te r g ro u p  o f * -hom om orphism  
on A  ( n .o .g roup  for abbreviation).
This definition implies tha t oq =  i. It follows immediately th a t for all t  E R, <7* is 
invertible and (crt)_1 =  cr_t .
One can see tha t for any C*-algebra A, such a n.o.group always exists. For 
example, if we let ot = i for all t  €  R, then a  is a n.o.group.
For a complex number z, we denote by S(z)  the horizontal strip {c € C : 
|/m (c)| <  \Im (z)\ and Im (c )Im (z ) >  0}. The interior of S(z)  is denoted by S(z)°.
For a function /  : C — > A , we say that
47
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(i) /  is con tinuous at zq G C if lim || f ( z )  — /(.zo)|| =  0.
48
(ii) /  is d ifferen tiab le  a t zq if there exists a G A  such tha t
lim ||
z- Z -  Z q
(iii) /  is an a ly tic  in an open subset D  of C if /  is differentiable everywhere on
D.
D e f in it io n  5 .1.2. Let a be a n.o.group on a C*-algebra A  and z  G C. Define
f  : S(z) — ► A satisfying
(i) /  is continuous on S (z);
(ii) /  is analytic on S(z)°;
(iii) crt (a) =  f ( t )  for all t  G R.
In the rest of this section, A  always denotes a C*-algebra with a n.o.group a.
D e f i n i t i o n  5.1.3. Let z  G C, a G D (az) and f  : S (z)  — ► A  the function 
associated with a as in Definition 5.1.2. Define az(a) = f( z ) .  Then az : D (z) — > A.
Notice tha t for a € D (az), if there exists another function g : S (z) — > A  satisfying
(i),(ii) and (iii) in Definition 5.1.2, then /  — g is continuous on S(z), analytic on S(z)°  
and values 0 on the real axis. Therefore, /(c )  — g(c) =  0 for all c G S(z). Hence /  
and g are identical, which shows tha t the map az : D(<rz) — ► A  in Definition 5.1.3 is 
well-defined. One also can see tha t if z  =  t  € R, then D (az) =  A  and az is just the 
map <jt from the n.o.group a.
The proof of the following properties is straightforward and only involves the 
definition of S(z) and D (az).
•  Let z G C and y  G S(z). Then D{az) C D{ay).
•  Let y ,z  e  C with Im (y ) = Im (z). Then D(ay) =  D{az).
P r o p o s i t i o n  5.1.4. Let z  G C. Then D (cz) is a subalgebra of A  and az : 
D (az) — > A is a homomorphism.
P r o o f .  Suppose a, b G D (az) and fa : S (z)  —-> A  are the functions associated 
with a and b, respectively.
the set D(crz) to be the family o f elements a € A  such that there exists a function
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Define /  =  / i  + / 2- Then /  : S(z)  — > A  is continuous on S (z), analytic on S'(.z)0, 
and
f ( i )  =  M i)  +  M i)  = at(a) +  at{V) ~  at(a +  b) for all t G R.
Therefore, a +  b G D{oz). Similarly, we can prove that A a G D{az) and ab G D(crz) 
for all A € C.
It follows immediately tha t az is a homomorphism on D{<rz). □
P r o p o s it io n  5.1.5. Let z  €  C. Then the map az is a closed linear operator on 
A  which is densely defined and has dense range.
P r o p o s i t i o n  5.1.6. Let z  G G. Then D (az) =  D(oz)* and az(a)* = 0>(a*) for  
all a € D{oz).
PROPOSITION 5.1.7, Let z  G.C. Denote by R(<rz) (c  A) the range of az . Then <jz 
is a bijection from D(oz) onto R (az) and =  o -z . Therefore, R{az) =  D (o -z).
P r o p o s it io n  5.1.8. Let z g C  and t  G R. Then crz(ot (a)) = crt (<rz(a)) =  <r*+t(a) 
for all a G D (az).
P r o p o s i t i o n  5.1.9. Let y, z  G C . Then D{oyoz) =  D{az) f l D(cry+Z), R (ayaz) =  
R{oy)C\R(oz), and ayoz C ay+z. I f y  and z lie on the same side of the real axis, then
=  O Z0 y  == & y + z -
D e f in it io n  5.1.10. Let a be a n.o.group on a C*-algebra A. An element a G A  
is called an a ly tic  w ith  re sp ec t to  a if  a G D(crz) for all z  G C, or equivalently, 
the function f  : R — ► A given in Definition 5.1.1 (ii) can be extended to an analytic 
function f  : C  — ► A.
P r o p o s it io n  5.1.11. Let A  be a C*-algebra and
A a =  {a G A  | a is analytic with respect to cr}.
Then A c is a dense *-subalgebra of A.
Using Proposition 5.1.9, one easily gets the following
C o r o l l a r y  5.1.12. Let y ,z  G C . Then ay+z(a) =  cry(az(a)) =  oz(cy(z )) fo r all 
a e A ° .
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D e f in it io n  5.1.13. A weight ip on a C*-algebra A  is called a K M S (K ubo- 
M artin -S ch iw inger) w eight i f  there exists a n.o.group a  on A  such that
(i) <p is invariant under a, i.e., ipat =  ip fo r all t  G K;
(ii) for all a G jD(ci), we have that <p(a*a) =  ip(<Ti (a)cr±(a)*).
In this case, we call a a m o d u la r  au to m o rp h ism  g ro u p  of <p ( m .a .g ro u p  for  
abbreviation).
See Proposition 6.22 in [11] for the proof of following
P r o p o s it io n  5.1.14. Let (p be a KM S weight on a C*-algebra A  with GNS- 
construction (Hv , 7rv, Av ). Then ip is faithful i f  and only i f  is faithful.
T h e o r e m  5.1.15. Let <p be a KM S weight on a C*-algebra A  with GNS-construction 
(Htpjitp, Ap). Then the followings hold.
(i) There exists a unique antiunitary operator (cf. Definition 8.4-11) J  on Hv 
such that
JA v (x) =  ^(<71 (®)*) for all m.a.groupscrof y>and x  € Afv ftD(<7i).
(ii) Let a € D (ax) andx  G Afv . Thenxa  €  Afv a n d A ^xa ) = Jirip(ai(a))*JAv (x).
(iii) Let a G D{a-f) and x  G AA^. Then ax,xa-i(a)  G M .v and (p(ax) = 
<p(xa-i(a)).
The antiunitary operator J  is called the m o d u la r con ju g a tio n  of <p in the GNS- 
construction Av ).
R em ark . One can prove th a t if x  G Afv fl D(crt), then cn (x)* G Afv . Therefore, 
Theorem 5.1.15 (i) makes sense.
P r o p o s it io n  5.1.16. The map J  given above satisfies that J 2 = i.
P roof. Let x  G Afv fl D(<jl). Then x* G D{oD)* =  D(cr_<). So, «7i(x)* = 
c_^(x*) G R(cr_i) — D (ci) .  By the previous remark, as (x)* G Afv fl D(cr±). Thus,
J (J A v (x)) =  JA v (ai(x)*) = A  v ( a i ( a i ( x ) * ) * )  =  Alfi(<Ji(a_i(x*)Y) = Av (x).
By the remark following Corollary 5.7 of [11], we know tha t Aip(Aflfin D (o i) )  is dense 
in Hy. Therefore, J 2  = t. □
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To prove Theorem 5.1.15 (ii), we need the following
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Lemma 5.1.17. For given a G D(a±) and x  G A there exist sequences (an)£Lj 
and (xn)£Lx in A/^ fl D(cr±) such that an — ► a, x n — * x, <7x(an) — > <7i(a)> and 
Aip(xn) ► A^,(x).
The construction of sequences (a„) and (xn) can be found in Lemma 4.2 and 
Lemma 4.3 of [11].
P ro o f  o f T h eo rem  5.1.15 (ii). Given b, y  G N v C\D(a0. Then yb G Af^r\D((ii). 
By the definition of J ,
JA^>{yh)= A ip{a^{yb)*) = Av{g i{h)* a i{y)*)
= TTip(Gi(b)*)Aip(G i(yy) = Tr(p{a^(b)YJA<p(y).
Therefore, A ^yb )  =  J ttv>( g  ̂ (b))* J  Av (y). By Lemma 5.1.17, there exist sequences 
(On) and (xn) in A/̂ , fl D ( g ± )  such tha t On — ► a, xn — ► x, cri(a„) — ► 0x(a) 
and A<p(x„) — > Av (x). Thus xnan — ► xa. Since xnan G Afv fl D ( g i )  and hence 
A^(xnan) = Jirip(ai(an))*JAtp(xn) for each n  G N, A<p(xnan) — > j7r¥,(<Ti(a))*JA¥,(x). 
Since Av is closed as an operator, xa  G A/^ and Av (xa) =  Jn lfi(ai(a))*JAv (x). 
□
P ro o f  o f T heorem  5.1.15 (iii). Write x =  y*z, where y ,z  € Afv . Since 
a G D(cr-i), a* G .0(0*) C D(g±). By Theorem 5.1.15 (ii), ya* G A/^ and
Av (ya*) = i(a*))* J  Av {y) =  Jn v(a_ i(a ))JA v (y).
We have ax =  ay*2 =  (ya*)*z G Ad^, and by Proposition 5.1.16,
<p(ax) =<p((ya*)*z) = (A ^z), Av(ya*))
=  (Av(z), J7rv,(a_ i(a)) JA^(y))
=  (-AM*), (o)V M i/)>
= {ntp(a_i(a))*JAip(z ) ,JA tp(y))
= (J 7rv (a _ i(a )y J A tp{z),A(p(y)).
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Since <x_j(a) € ) =  D fa )  C D(a±) and <7i(cr_j(a)) =  <7_i(a), we get that
za-i(a) €  Afv and
A = Jn v (a i(a-i(a)))*JA v (z) = Jirip((r_i(a)YJA ip(z).
Hence, xo_t(a) =  y*zc-i(a ) € and
tp(xa-i{a)) = <p(y*za-i(a)) = (Av (zar-i(a)),Av (y))
= {J ^ {a _ ^ a ))*  JA v {z),A v {y)).
Therefore, tp(ax) =  ip(xa-i(a)). □
P r o p o s it io n  5.1.18. Let a,b G A. Then 7^(5) and commute.
PROOF. Since <7 i (D (ai))  is dense in A  and A v (Afv ) is dense in Hv , we only need 
to show that
7r¥,(6)Jir¥,(cr^(c))*JAv,(x) =  Jn ip(a i(c)Y  Jirv (b)Av>(x) for all x  G A/^andc € D (o i).
In fact, x  G ftfv and c € D(&i) imply tha t xc  G Afv and
A v (xc) = J ttv (ox(c)Y JA ^(x ).
Moreover, b G A  and xc  G Afv imply tha t bxc G Afv and
Av (bxc) =  irv (b)Aip(xc) =  7r¥,(£>)«77rv,(ai(c))*JA v,(x).
On the other hand, bx G A/^ and c G D {ai) also imply tha t bxc G A/^ and
Av (bxc) =  JTrlfi(a^ (c)Y JA v {bx) — j7rv,(crx(c))*J7rv,(6)A¥,(x).
The conclusion follows from the above equalities. □
P r o p o s i t i o n  5.1.19. Lef ip be a KM S weight on a C*-algebra A  with GNS- 
construction (Hip,'Kip,A ip). Then there exists a unique strictly positive linear operator 
V in Hy such that VitAv(a) =  Av,(<jt (a)) for all m.a.groups a o f ip, t  G R and a G Afv .
The operator V is called the m o d u la r o p e ra to r  of tp in the GNS-construction 
(Hv ,Ttv ,A,p). By the polarization equality
4<r(x),y) =  (T (x+ y), x+ y) — (T (x —y), x —y)+ i(T (x+ iy), x+ iy) —i{T (x—iy), x —iy)
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for all linear operator T  in H  and x ,y  € H , one can see th a t a positive linear operator 
in H  is always self-adjoint and hence normal. For the definition of Vlt, we refer to 
Chapter 5 in [9].
P r o p o s it io n  5.1.20. Let J  and V be the same as above. Then JV* J  = V -t and 
J V * J  =  Vrt for all t £ R.
P r o p o s it io n  5.1.21. Let <p be a KM S weight on a C*-algebra A. Let a be the 
m. a.group ofip and V the modular operator ofip in the GNS-construction (HVl 7rv, Ay). 
Then 7rv(trt(o)) =  Vlt7ry(a)V-,t for all a £ A  and t  £ R.
Note tha t for a £ Afv and t  €  R, one has tha t crt(a) £ Ay by Proposition 4.5 of
[ H I ­
PROOF. Fix a £ A  and t  £ R. Since Ay (Afv ) is dense in Hv , we only need to 
verify that
7r¥,(at (a))A¥,(c) =  V lt7r¥>(a)V -ltA¥,(c) for allc G Afv .
We know tha t V ltAv (b) =  Ay(crt (&)) and Trsp(a)Aip(b) — Ay (aft) for all a £ A, b £ A  
and t  £  R. Thus,
V“ 7Ty(a)V-*Ay(c) = V % ( a ) A v(a_t (c)) =  V % (a< r_ t (c))
=  Av (crt ( a a _ t (c ))) =  Ay(<7t (a)crt (<7_t (c)))
=  Ay(<rt (a ) c )  =  7Ty(ort ( a ) ) A y ( c ) .
□
By the uniqueness of the modular operator V, we have
COROLLARY 5.1.22. Let p  be a KM S weight on a C*-algebra A  with GNS-construction 
{Hv , A ,̂). Let a and r  be m.a.groups for p. Then nvat = 7TyTt for all t £  R.
This corollary shows tha t all m.a.groups a for p  will induce the same map R — ► 
Hom(A, B (H V)), 1 1— ► 7TyOcrt , where H om(A, B(H ^)) denotes all *-homomorphisms 
from A  to B(H,p).
The following corollary will guarantee tha t the m.a.group is unique for a faithful 
KMS weight. The proof follows by combining Proposition 5.1.14 and Corollary 5.1.22.
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COROLLARY 5.1.23. Let p  be a faithful KM S weight on a C*-algebra A  with GNS- 
construction (Hip,-Kip,A v ). Then p  has a unique m.a.group.
P r o p o s i t i o n  5.1 .24. There exists a densely defined closed operator T  from within 
Hv into Hv such that AV5(A/’¥, fl Af*)  is a core for T  and T A v (a) = Av (a*) for a € 
Afy fl Af*.  Moreover, V =  T*T and T  =  JV 5 =  J , where T* is the adjoint o fT  
(cf. Definition 3.4-13).
If we have a weight t) which agrees with a KMS weight p  on the intersection 
A4+ fl A4+ and rj is invariant under a m.a.group of tp, then tp — p. For a proof, we 
refer to Corollary 1.15 in [15].
P r o p o s it io n  5.1 .25. Let p  be a KM S weight on a C*-algebra A  with a m.a.group
o. Let rj be a weight on A  such that r]<Jt = V for all t  € R and r](x) =  p(x) fo r all
x  € A4+ fl A4+. Then tj = p.
We conclude this section with the following characterization for a weight to be a 
KMS weight.
P r o p o s it io n  5.1.26. Let A  be a C*-algebra, tp a weight on A, and a a n.o.group 
on A. Then tp is a KM S weight i f  and only i f
(i) tpot =  p  for a llt  6  R;
(ii) for all x, y  € Afv DAf*,  there exists a bounded continuous function f  : S(i) — ► 
C  which is analytic on S(i)° such that f ( t )  — p(trt(x)y) and f ( t  + i) = 
p(y<rt (x)) for all t € R.
We refer the proof to Theorem 6.36 in [11]. From the proof one can see tha t the 
n.o.group o in the preceding proposition is indeed a m.a.group on A.
5.2. T ensor p ro d u c t o f K M S w eights
In this section, we fix C*-algebras A  and B. Let p  be a KMS weight on A  with a 
m.a.group a and tp a KMS weight on B  with a m.a.group r .  Take a GNS-construction 
(Hv , 7rv, Av) for p  and a GNS-construction (H^, A$, 7ty) for tp. We denote the modular 
conjugation and the modular operator of p  (resp. tp) by Jv (resp. Jj,) and Vv (resp. 
V^), respectively.
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The proof of following proposition is straightforward and only uses the definition 
of a n.o.group.
P r o p o s it io n  5.2 .1 . Define a map a ® r  : R — > Aut{A®  B ) by (<7®r)t =  crt ® rt 
for all t € R. Then a ® r  is a n.o.group on A ®  B .
T h e o r e m  5 .2 .2 . Let p  and ip be KM S weights on C*-algebras A  and B , respec­
tively. Then p®ip is a KM S weight on A ®  B  with GNS-construction 
7ty, ® A^). Moreover, we have that
•  is a core for  A^® A ,̂.
•  a ® t  is a m.a.group for p  ® ip.
• Jv ® is ike modular conjugation o fip® ip in the GNS-construction (Hv ®
Hy, 7Tfp ® ® A^).
•  Vv ® V ,̂ is the modular operator of p  ® ip in the GNS-construction (Hv ®
A y,).
D e f in it io n  5 .2.3. Let p  be a weight on a C*-algebra A  with a GNS-construction 
Kp). An element v € Hv is called b o u n d e d  w it h  r e s p e c t  t o  (Hv , ttv , Av ) i f  
there exists M  > 0 such that H ^ ^ v l l  <  M ||A v,(a;)|| for all x  €  Afv . In abbreviation, 
we say that v is bounded.
Denote by the set of all bounded elements in Hv . It is obvious tha t is a
linear subspace of Hv .
D e f i n i t i o n  5.2.4. A weight p  is said to be a p p r o x im a te ly  K M S i fH * is dense 
in H<p.
One can see that KMS is stronger than approximately KMS. We refer the proof 
to Proposition 1.35 in [16].
P r o p o s it io n  5 .2 .5 . A KM S weight is always approximately KMS.
We also have the following result on the tensor product of approximately KMS 
weights.
P r o p o s it io n  5 .2 .6 . Let p  and ip be approximately KM S weights on C*-algebras 
A and B  with GNS-construction (Hv ,Tr,p,Av ) and respectively. Then
the weight p  ® ip is approximately KMS.
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5.3. D efin ition  o f C *-algebraic  q u an tu m  g roups
In this section, we will give the definition of a C ’-algebraic quantum group.
DEFINITION 5.3.1. Let A  be a C*-algebra and A a comultiplication on A . Assume 
that A(A)(1®A) and A(A)(A®1) are dense in A® A. Moreover, assume the existence 
of
(i) a faithful KM S weight tp on (A , A) such that <p((oJ <g> i)A(x)) =  <p(x)u( 1) fo r  
a llu  E A*+ and x  G M + ,
and
(ii) a faithful KM S weight tp on (A, A) such that i P ( ( l < 2 )  cu)A ( x )) =  tp(x)uj(l) for  
all oj G A*+ and x  €  .
Then we call (A, A) a C *-algebraic  q u a n tu m  group  or a locally  co m p ac t q u an ­
tu m  group . The condition (i)(resp. (ii))  is called the left (resp. r ig h t)  invariance 
of the weight tp (resp. ip).
P r o p o s i t i o n  5.3.2. Any left (resp. right) invariant weight on a locally compact 
quantum group (A, A) is unique up to a positive scalar.
The KMS weights in Definition 5.3.1 can be replaced by approximately KMS 
weights since we have the following
P r o p o s i t i o n  5.3.3. Left (resp. right) invariant approximately KM S weights are 
KM S weights.
In practice, we often only mention a faithful left invariant approximately KMS 
weight tp and write {A, A, tp) for a C*-algebraic quantum group, since there exists a 
*-antiautomorphism 6  : A  — ► A  such tha t x(0 ® 9)A =  A 6  and thus tpO gives a 
faithful right invariant approximately KMS weight on A.
We should point out tha t one can replace the density condition in Definition 5.3.1 
by a weaker one:
A  = [(u; <g> t)A(a)|a> G A*, a G A] = [(t ® a;)A(a)|ti; G A*, a G A].
In fact, J. Kustermans and S. Vaes use in [16] the above density condition instead 
of the one in Definition 5.3.1 to define a locally compact quantum group. Also see 
[17] and [26] for some discussions.
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Recall that in Section 4.5 we defined von Neumann algebraic quantum groups. 
Most of the time, the results and proofs in C*-algebraic framework can be easily 
translated to the von Neumann algebraic framework by replacing the norm (or strict) 
topology by the a-strong* topology. We will point out some particular notices when 
needed.
5.4. W *-lifts  o f  p ro p e r  w eights on a  C *-algebra
In this section, we will fix a proper weight tp on a C*-algebra A. Let (Hv , 77 Av) 
be a GNS-construction for tp. Prom now on, we will write the triple (H^, 7 7 Av ) 
simply as (H, 7r, A) when only one weight is taken into consideration. We will discuss 
the canonical lifting of tp to a normal weight on 77(A)" and produce a useful GNS- 
construction for it. Most results in this section can be found in [11], [16] and [21].
We define an unitary W  on H  0  H  by
W*(A(a) ® A(fe)) =  (A <g> A)(A(6)(a <8> 1)) { a ,b e M v ).
Using the coassociativity property of comultiplication, one can prove the following
PROPOSITION 5.4.1. The unitary W  is a multiplicative unitary, i.e., it satisfies 
the Pentagonal equality VP12W13W23 =  W 2 3 W 1 2 .
In the sequel, W  will always stand for this multiplicative unitary.
P r o p o s i t i o n  5.4.2. Let tp be a weight on a C*-algebra A  with GNS-construction 
Let w e  Pp.
(i) There exists a positive element Tw in B (H ) fl 7r(A)' such that
(Tu,A(a), A(b)) = w(b*a) for all a, 6 € Afv .
(ii) There exists a unique element e  H  such that ^ /T ^A ^a ) =  77(0) ^  for all 
a e  A/^, where Tu =  (y/T^)*(\/T^).
Then one can easily get ui(a) =  (77(0) ^ ,  £w) for all a 6  A. It can also be proved 
tha t there exists a unique element u  € (77(A)")* such tha t ujtt =  u>, i.e., ui(x) = 
(x£^,£,ui) for all x  € 77¥>(A)//. Since is upwardly directed, the set {u)|u> € G<p} is
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upwardly directed as well. This will imply that we really get a weight on rr{A)" as 
stated in the next definition.
D e f in it io n  5 .4 .3 . We define the function <p : {ir(A)")+ — > [0, oo] by <p(x) = 
sup{u>(a;)|u; € fo r x  € (^(A)")"1". Then ip is a normal semi-finite weight on 
rr(A)" such that <prr =  <p.
We call tp the W *-lift of tp in the GNS-construction (H, tt,A ).
P r o p o s it io n  5 .4 .4 . There exists a unique linear map A : Afg, — > Hv such that
(i) (H , l, Av) is a GNS-construction for tp;
(ii) A(7r(a)) =  A(a) for all a € Afv .
We will call the triple (H, i, A) the W *-lift of (H,ir, A). Therefore, we have the 
following commutative diagram.
Afq, C  7t(A)"
Using the theory of n.f.s weights, the following assertion holds. Therefore, if <p is 
assumed to be approximately KMS, the weight tp will be a n.s.f weight.
P r o p o s i t i o n  5 .4 .5 . The weight tp is an approximately KM S weight on A  i f  and 
only i f  tp is a n .s.f weight on it (A)".
P r o p o s i t i o n  5 .4 .6 . Let (A ,A ,tp) be a C*-algebraic quantum group. Denote A  = 
tt{ A ) " .  Define A : A  — > A!§A by A (x) = W *(l <g> x )W  (x  € A). Then A  is a 
comultiplication on A  such that A tt =  {tt 0  it ) A . Furthermore, (A ,A ,tp ) is a von 
Neumann algebraic quantum group.
One should note tha t it may happen tha t 7t(A/̂ ,) ^  Af$. But we have the following 
proposition. See Remark 2.17 in [15].
P r o p o s i t i o n  5 .4 .7 . Let x  € Afq,. Then there exists a net ( a j ) in Afv such that
(i) \\oiW < \\x\\ for all i E I ;
(ii) (7r(a))j  is SOT* convergent to x;
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(iii) (A(ai))i is convergent in Hv .
Next we want to  describe briefly the reverse of the above procedure, i.e., the con­
struction of a canonical C*-algebraic quantum group from a von Neumann algebraic 
quantum group.
P r o p o s i t i o n  5 .4 .8 . Let (M , A, <p) be a von Neumann algebraic quantum group. 
Define A m = {(t <g> u>)(W) | uj € B (H ) * } " Then A m is a C*-subalgebra of M , where 
M  is considered as a von Neumann algebra on H  (cf. Section 4-5). Let A m  =  A |^M 
and ipc =  ‘p Ia+i ’ Then
(i) <pc is a faithful lower semi-finite KM S weight on A m -
(ii) (Am , A m , Tc) is a C'-algebraic quantum group.
(iii) (H ,i, Ac) is a GNS-construction of <pc, where Ac =  A |^ c.
We conclude this section with the following natural
T h e o r e m  5.4.9. Let (A, A, <p) (resp. (M , A, tp)) be a C*-algebraic (resp. von Neu­
mann algebraic) quantum group. Then
(i) (A*. m  =  ( 4  A > <P)-
(ii) ( A m , A m , (<Pc) )  = (M,A,<p).
5.5. D u a l q u a n tu m  groups
Recall that (C0 (G), A) and (C*(G), A) axe both C*-algebraic quantum groups for 
any locally compact group G. Since G*(G) =  Co(G) when G  is a  locally compact
* ><s.
abelian group with dual group G, we naturally want to make (G*(G), A) to be the 
dual object of (C0(G), A), i.e., (G0(G), A) =  (C*(G), A).
By some computations, we can see that Co(G) =  {(t<g>w)(W)|u; € B(L2(G))»}^ 
For a general C*-algebraic quantum group (A, A, <p), we have the following
P r o p o s i t i o n  5 .5 .1 . A = {(ng>u;)(VF)|u; € B (H ) .} M and A (x) = W*(l ® x )W  
fo r  all x  € A.
In the previous proposition, we observe that, in a certain sense, (A, A ) lives in 
the first leg of the multiplicative unitary W . Reasonably, we expect tha t the dual of 
(A, A) will live in the second leg of W . That is, A  =  ( (u ®  i)(W )| € R (f/),}^
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In fact, this is true for the pair (A, A) =  (Co(G), C*(G)). To see this, let A denote 
the left regular representation of G  (cf. Section 6.2). Recall th a t the multiplicative 
unitary W  on L 2(G) ® L2(G) =  L2(G x G) is given by (W£)(r, s) =  £(r >r_ ls ) (f € 
L 2(G x G) and r, s G G) and W  G L°°(G)® V N (G ). For /  G L 1(G), let wf  denote 
the element in L°°(G)* corresponding to / .  It can be seen tha t A( /)  =  (o>/ 0  i)(W ). 
Note tha t L°°(G)» =  { oj\l°°(G) • a; G  5 (L 2(G))»}. It follows tha t
G;(G) =  A(L1(G))"’1 =  { ( w /S iO W I /e L H G ) } 11'1 =  { ( w ® i ){W)  |u  € B(L2(G))*}"'".
In general, we have the following theorem together with the definition of A.
T h e o r e m  5.5.2. Let (A, A,<p) be a C*-algebraic quantum group. Denote A  =
{(w ® t)(W )|u; G Then A  is a C*-algebra. The formula
A (x) =  -xW{x <g> \)W * x  ( i G i )
/S
defines a comultiplication on A . The pair (̂ 4, A) is a C*-algebraic quantum group, 
called the dual of (A, A ).
We see that the way we define the dual object here is different from what we used 
for multiplier Hopf *-a!gebras with integrals. The reason is tha t we need to define 
a  C*-algebra, not only an algebra. Nevertheless, there is a link between those two 
approaches. See [26] for some discussions.
The existence of a left invariant KMS weight on (A, A) can be described briefly 
as follows. We refer to Section 8 of [16] for detailed information.
Define L 1(A) — [â pb* \ a,b G A/^], where a<pb*(x) =  p(b*xa) for any x  G A. In case 
th a t A  — Go(G), we can easily see tha t L 1(A) =  L1(G). Also, if A  = C*(G), then 
L 1(A) =  A(G), the Fourier algebra of G (cf. Chapter 5).
Then L1(A) =  {aw | ui G (A),} and L 1(A) is a closed subspace of A*. We denote
I  =  {u  G L 1 {A) | there exits M  > Osuch tha t |o;(a:*)| <  M ||A (x)|| for all a: G fifv}.
Then T  is a closed subspace of L 1(A). We can identify an element w in T  as a linear 
functional u/ on H  by first letting ui'(A(x)) =  u>(x*) and then extending it to H . By 
Riesz Representation theorem for Hilbert spaces, there exists a  unique ^  G H  such 
th a t u>(x*) =  (Cj,A (x )) for all x  G A/[p.
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We can define the unitary element V  € M (A  <S) B0(H)) such tha t V*(a ® A(b)) =  
(t ® A) (A (b))a for all a 6 A and b €  N v . Define the contractive linear mapping 
A : L 1(A) — > A  such tha t A(o>) =  (a> ® L)(V) for all a; € L X(A).
P r o p o s it io n  5.5.3. There exists a unique closed densely defined linear map A 
from D( A) C A into H  such that X(T) is a core for  A and A(A(w)) =  for all w £ l
We conclude the above discussions in the following
PROPOSITION 5.5.4. There exists a unique faithful left invariant KM S weight ip
>N. >»■*
on A  such that (H , i, A) is a GNS-construction for (p.
The following theorem is of major importance. It shows tha t within the category 
of (^‘-algebraic quantum groups, the Pontryagin duality theorem holds.
THEOREM 5.5.5. Let (A,A,<p) be a C*-algebraic quantum group and (A, A , ip) its 
dual. Then (A, A , ip) = (A, A , ip).
.ON. 0*N
In this case, {A, A ) can be identified with a C*-subalgebra of B (H )  and the natural
ON Os
ON • ON.
embedding n : A  — > B (H ) is a  *-isomorphism from A to A such th a t (7r®7r)A =  An.
As we mentioned before, in the von Neumann algebra case we can define the dual 
object similarly with the norm topology replaced by the a-strong* topology.
Let (M, A, tp) be a von Neumann algebraic quantum group and let (H , 7r, A) be a 
GNS-construction of ip.
D e f in it io n  5.5.6. Denote by a* the a-strong* topology. Let
M  = {{cu® t)(W)l u  6 B (H ),}J*.
Then M  is a von Neumann algebra and there exists a unique unital normal *- 
homomorphism A  : M  :— > M ® M  such that A (x)  =  xW(a; ® l)W*x for all x  €  M . 
Furthermore, the pair (M , A ) is a von Neumann algebraic quantum group, called the 
d u a l o f(M , A).
The procedure of obtaining a n.s.f left invariant weight on M  is analogue to the 
one in the C*-algebraic setting, mostly replacing the norm topology by the a-strong*
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topology. We emphasize here tha t when A =  Af is a von Neumann algebra, L 1 (Af) 
is nothing else but Af».
Also, we have the von Neumann algebraic quantum group Pontryagin duality 
theorem.
T h e o r e m  5 .5 .7 . Let (Af, A, ip) be a von Neumann algebraic quantum group and 
(Af, A , ip) its dual. Then (Af, A ,ip) = (Af, A ,ip).
In the table below, we summarize C*-algebraic and von Neumann algebraic quan­
tum  groups and their dual quantum groups by using the multiplicative unitary W . 
One can see from there the perfectly clear relations between them.
Quantum Groups Dual Quantum Groups
A  = { ( i® u ) ( W ) \u e B ( H ) .} " 1 A =  { ( w ® t ) ( ^ ) |a ; e 5 ( f f ) ,} " 1
Af =  {(t ® w)(H0| ui € B(H )*}at Af =  {(w<8> t)(W)\u} e  B (H )t }J4
At the end of this section, we use following nice commutative diagrams to  de­
scribe the relationships between C*-algebraic quantum groups, von Neumann alge­




”  A ~  ̂ A ----
c*
A  = A A m  = A M
where A  is a C*-algebraic quantum group and Af is a von Neumann algebraic quantum 
group.
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CHAPTER 6
Classical Locally Compact Quantum Groups
In Section 6.1 and 6.2, we will discuss briefly the Fourier analysis on a locally 
compact abelian group and on a general locally compact group, respectively. In 
Section 6.3, we will go back to the C*-algebra Co(G) and the von Neumann algebra 
L°°(G) to see how our abstract concepts are reflected on those two classical examples. 
We try  to describe the weights and comultiplications on Co(G) and L°°(G), and their 
dual quantum groups, say C*(G) and V N (G ), respectively.
6.1. E lem en ta ry  F ou rier analysis of ab e lian  g roups
In this section, we always assume tha t G is a locally compact abelian group. Recall 
tha t in this case, L l (G) is commutative. Denote T  =  {z  G C  : \z\ = 1}.
A continuous homomorphism 7 : G  — > T is called a c h a ra c te r  on G. Denote 
by G the set of all characters on G. Define the multiplication and the inverse on G
1 ' 1 ' ***
by (7172)0*0 =  71(37)72(3?) and 7i (a) =  71 (x) =  7i(* ) (x 6 G, 71,72 €  G). For a 
compact subset K  of G, 70 € G and e > 0, let U(K, 70, e) =  {7 6 G : |7(rc) — 70(a:)| < 
e for alia; € K }. The collection of all these subsets forms a base for a topology on 
G, called the com pact-open  topology. Under this topology, G is a locally compact 
abelian group with identity 1 g, called the d u a l g roup  of G.
Let us look at some examples of dual groups.
E x a m p l e  6.1.1. Let Z denote all integers. Then Z =  T  and T  =  Z. The first 
identification is given by a  : z  1— ► a z, where z £  T  and a z : n  1— ► zn is a character on 
Z. The second identification is given by (3 : n  1— ► fint where n  € Z and /?„ : z  1— ► zn 
is a character on T.
E x a m p le  6.1.2. K =  R. The identification is given by 7 : x  1— > j x, where x  €  R 
and 7* : y 1— > e*** is a character on R.
  y-s.
T h e o r e m  6.1.3. (P o n trya g in  D u a lity  Theorem ) G =  G.
63
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P r o p o s it io n  6.1.4. I f G i s  compact, thenG  is discrete. I f  G is discrete, thenG  
is compact.
PROPOSITION 6.1.5. Let G be a locally compact abelian group. Then there exists
A
a continuous *-isomorphism T  : /  i— > /  from C*(G) onto Co(G) determined by
/(7) = J  m im  (7 € a, / e l\g )).
/  is called the F o u rie r tra n s fo rm  of f .
Since C*(G) and Co(G) are C*-algebras, T  is automatically isometric.
Denote A(G) =  { / : / €  L 1(G)}. Since L 1(G) is a dense *-subalgebra of C*(G)
y-v y*S
and F  : C*(G) — ► Cq(G) is a continuous *-isomorphism, A(G) is a dense self-adjoint 
subalgebra of Co(G). The algebra operations on A(G) are simply the natural function 
pointwise operations. For /  6 A(G), we define | | / | |  =  | | / | | .  Then A(G) becomes an 
involutive Banach algebra, called the F ourier a lgeb ra  of G. Now T  : L 1(G) — ► 
A(G) is an isometric ^-isomorphism between the group algebra L 1(G) and the Fourier 
algebra A(G). Due to the Pontryagin Duality Theorem, we have
P r o p o s it io n  6.1.6. For all locally compact abelian groups G, A(G) = L l (G).
6.2. F o u rie r a lg eb ra  o f a  genera l locally co m p ac t g ro u p
To obtain A(G) for nonabelian G, we need to reformulate A(G) in a way that 
only uses a concept present for general G. This concept is V N (G ), the von Neumann 
algebra generated by the left regular representation A of G.
D e f in it io n  6.2.1. For each x  G G, letXx be the unitary operator on L 2(G) defined 
by Xx(f)(y)  =  f ( x ~ 1y) ( f  €  L2(G ),y  € G). Then X is a SOT-continuous unitary 
representation o fG  o n L 2(G), called the left reg u la r re p re se n ta tio n  of G. Denote 
V N (G ) = X(G)", called the (left) g roup  von N eu m an n  a lg eb ra  of G.
To understand the von Neumann algebra V N (G ), let us first consider the abelian 
case.
T h eo r em  6.2.2. (P lanchere l Theorem ) Let G be a locally compact abelian 
group and T  the Fourier transform from L 1(G) to A(G). Then the restriction of IF
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to (L1 fl L 2)(G) is an isometry onto a norm dense linear subspace of L 2(G). More­
over, this isometry can be uniquely extended to an isometric isomorphism from L 2(G)
onto L 2(G), g i— > g, satisfying (A{x)g)(y) = y(x)g(y) and (A i(f)g)(y)  =  /( 'r)^ ('r) 
( /  € L 1(G),g  G L 2(G), 7 6 G), where Ai is the left regular representation of ^ ( G )  
associated with A.
The above isometry from L2(G) onto L2(G), still denoted as T ,  is called the 
P lan ch ere l tran sfo rm , which induces a ^-isomorphism 4> from B (L 2(G)) onto 
B (L 2(G)) in the natural way:
<KO(s) =  ^ - W ( 5 ) ) )  ( g e L 2( G ) ,{ € B ( L 2(G))).
P r o p o s it i o n  6.2.3. Under the natural embedding L°°(G) C  B (L 2(G)), we have 
$(L°°(G)) = V N (G ). Therefore, for any locally compact abelian group G, V N (G ) =  
L°°(G),
PROOF. We first show tha t 4>(x) =  A(x), where x  € G and x  : G — ► C is given
by x(y) =  7(x). We claim tha t F ($(x)(g ))(y)  =  iF(A(x)(g))(y) for all g € L2{G) 
and 7 €  G. In fact, the L.H.S =  x(iF(g))(7) =  x ^ F ^ g ) ^ )  — x(y)g(y) = the R.H.S. 
Since 4>(x) =  A(x) for all x € G  and {x  : x  € G}" =  L°°(G), $(L°°(G)) =  A(G)" = 
V N (G ). □
For a general locally compact group G, let A(G) — V N (G )*. Then we can describe 
elements in A(G) using the following proposition, given in 4.34 of [20].
P r o p o s it io n  6.2.4. Let G be a locally compact group. Then
00 OO OO
V N (G ), =  {£ =  | & ,/if € L2{G ),Y ^\\9 i\\l < 0°, and ^ \\hi\\l <  0 0 } ,
i = 1 t= l
where wguhi(T) =  (Tgi,hi) for ail T  €  V N (G ).
By noticing tha t £ is WOT-continuous and span{A(G)} is WOT-dense in V N (G ), 
we can identify £ with the function /3 € Cb(G), defined by /3(x) =  £(A(x)) (x € G). 
It follows that /3(x) — ^Z (K x )gii hi) for all x  6 G.
Denote g(x) = g(x~l ) and g*(x) = g(x) =  g(x  1). Then for all g, h £ L 2(G), 
(A(x)g,h) = J  g(x~1t)h(t)d t =  J  h(t)g*(t~1x)dt = (h*  g*)(x).
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So (A(x)gi, hi) = hi *g*(x). Therefore, A(G) can be identified with the set of all func­
tions on G of the form where fi,g i € L2(G) and I lift 111 8X6 both
t i i
finite. In fact, Eymard proved tha t under the pointwise operations of functions, A(G) 
is a commutative Banach algebra, called the F ourier a lg eb ra  of G. Furthermore, 
he showed the following (see Exercise 9.5.7 in [2])
P r o p o s it io n  6 .2.5.
A(G) = { f * ~ g : f , g € L 2(G)}. 
And the norm on A(G) is given by 
||h || =  in fd l/lk lM k  : h =  /  *g, f ,g  e  L \ G )}.
Since VN(G)  = A(G')" =  A(L \G ))"  and C*r {G) = VN(G)  = C;{G)".





where the two diagonals denote the correspondences M  i— * A m  and A  i— > A.
6.3. C lassical locally  co m p ac t q u an tu m  groups
We want to discuss some motivations for the theory of locally compact quantum 
groups. These motivations are mainly based on the classical quantum group Co(G).
Suppose tha t G is a locally compact group. Let A — Co(G) be the C*-algebra of 
continuous functions on G vanishing at infinity. We will explain why we would like
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to have a definition of locally compact quantum groups as given in Definition 5.3.1. 
At first, let us take a look a t the antipode on A  = C0(G) (cf. Section 4.2 of [26]). 
Recall tha t the antipode S  : A  — '■* A  is given by
S( f ) (P) = f ( p - 1) (f e A , P e G ).
It follows by some computations tha t
S((i.®w)(W )) =  (i®fa/)(Vr> for all u  6 B ( H ) t . (*)
In general, we have the following
P r o p o s i t i o n  6.3.1. There exists a unique closed linear map S  from within A  to 
A such that (t ® o;)(W/r) 6 D(S)  and
S((t  <2> w)(W)) =  (i ® u;)(W*) for all w € B (H ),.
Moreover, {(i<g>a>)(W)|u; € B(H)*} forms a core for S . We call S  the antipode of 
(A, A ).
Furthermore, S  has a unique polar decomposition S  =  R t _ ± ,  where R i s  a bounded 
*-antiautomorphism and t  is a n.o.group of A . We call R  the unitary antipode 
and t  the scaling group of (A, A ).
We list some properties of R  and r  as follows.
P r o p o s i t i o n  6.3.2. Let R  and T be the same as above. Then
(i) R 2 =  l.
(ii) R  and r t commute for all t  £  R.
Now, let us return back to the quantum group A = C0(G). Let us see how the 
structures of G  are encoded in the abstract properties of a quantum group.
• Why comultiplication?
The comultiplication is now defined by
A (/)(Pi q) =  f{pq),  where /  € C0(G) and p, q €  G.
Therefore, for all p, q, r e  G and /  € Co(G), we have
(A ® t )A(f )(p,  q, r) = A( f )(pq,  r) =  f([pq)r) = f{p(qr)) =  ((t ® A )A (/))(p , q, r).
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So, one can conclude that (pq)r = p(qr) for all p ,q ,r  € G. T hat is, the associativity 
of the group multiplication can be expressed by the coassociativity
(A <g> t)A =  (4  ® A)A.
• Why density condition?
The motivation to  include the density condition in the definition comes from the 
compact cases.
Suppose tha t G is a compact semigroup. Then C(G)  =  Go(G), where C(G)  is 
the C*-algebra of continuous functions on G. We say tha t G has the cancellation law 
if for all r € G, rs = rt  implies s =  t and sr  =  tr  implies s =  t. It can be proved 
tha t a compact semigroup satisfying the cancellation law must be a compact group. 
Let A : C(G)  — > C(G x G) be the same as before. Then one can prove tha t G
satisfies the cancellation law if and only if the linear spaces A (C(G))(C(G)  ® 1) and
A(C(G))(1 ® G(G)) are dense in G(G x G).
• Why left invariant weight KM S weight?
Define a weight <5 on C o(G ) by
v { f )  = J f { p ) d p  ( f e C o ( G ) +).
As everyone knows, the Hilbert space in the GNS construction of <p is L 2(G). The 
representation 7r is in fact the left regular representation of G o(G ) on L2(G), i.e., 7r 
is given by n : f  1— ► 717 where 717(5) =  f g  ( /  €  G0(G ) ,5 €  L2{G)).
We can also see tha t the m.a.group of ip (cf. Definition 5.1.13) is trivial. Namely, 
a  : R — > Aut(A) satisfies cr(t) =  t for a l l t  G R.
Suppose tha t u) 6 Cq(G)*. Then there exists a finite regular Borel measure p  on 
G such that
w ( / )  =  J  f (p)dp(p)  ( /  €  C o(G )).
Using Fubini’s theorem, we have tha t for all /  € C o(G )+ ,
<p((u ® t)A  ( /) )  =  J  {(w ® i)A(f))(q)dq = J  J  q)dp{p)dq
=  /  /  f(P<l)dqdp(p) =  J  J  f(q)dqdp(p) = w (l)tp(f).
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Hence, the left invariance of the Haar measure on G  is encoded in the left invari­
ance of the weight <p.
The right invariant KMS weight on Co(G) is given by
m  = f f ( p - 1)dp ( /  G Co(G)+).
• How to get the corresponding von Neumann algebraic quantum group from a 
C*-algebraic quantum group and vice versa?
Let us consider the lift of weights to  the dual quantum group L°°(G) = Cq(G). 
The left and right invariant n.s.f weights <p and satisfy <p(f) =  f  f{p)dp and ' tp(f)  =  
f  f (p~l )dp ( f  G L°°(G)). Also, the comultiplication A on L°°(G) is given by
A (f)(p,q) = f{pq)  ( /  € L°°(G),p,q  € G).
Conversely, if (p (resp. is a left (resp. right) invariant n.s.f weight on L°°(G), 
then (p =  <p\c0(G) (resp. ip = 4)\c0(G)) is a left (resp. right) invariant KMS weight on 
Co(G) such tha t
¥>(/) =  J  f(p)dp ( f  G Q>(G)+)
(resp. ijj{f) =  J  f(jp~xdp) ( f  e  C0(G)+)).
• What is the dual quantum group?
We then consider the process of obtaining the dual quantum group when A  =  
Co(G). In Section 5.5, we already know tha t A = C*(G). The comultiplication 
A on A satisfies A ( /)  =  W *(l ® f ) W  for all W  € M (A  ® A) and /  €  A. The 
comultiplication A on A satisfies A(x)  = W ( x  ® 1 )W* for all W  €  M ( A  ® A) and 
x  e  A (cf. Proposition 2.2.16). Note tha t C*(G) = {X( /)  | /  € C'oo(G)}^", where 
Cq0(G) is the space of continuous functions on G with compact support. The left 
invariant weight (p on C* (G) satisfies
p(x ( f ) )  = m  ( /  g  Coo((?)).
When M  =  L°°(G), M  =  V N ( G ) and the comultiplication A : V N ( G ) — >
vs.
VN(G)<8>VN(G) satisfies A(AS) =  As ® Xg, where As is the left regular representation 
of G.
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